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Abstract

The recent advances in sensing devices, embedded computing and wireless communication technology has sparked the emergence of the wireless sensor networks.
However, most of the sensor networks nowadays only target for a single mission,
and may not be cost effective from the resource management point of view. Therefore, in this dissertation, we focus on the design of multi-mission sensor network
which is envisioned to support multiple applications of diverse requirements with
a single network.
To support multiple missions, several challenges naturally arise. The first challenge comes from the fact that the missions or the mission requirements may change
over time. Therefore, the network needs to be enriched with the adaptation capability to explicitly handle the mission switch. Second, since sensor network
has limited resources, e.g., energy, sensing, bandwidth, etc, these resources have
to be shared by the multiple missions. An efficient resource allocation scheme,
therefore, should maximize the total profit by taking account into all the mission
requirements. Third, since mission-driven sensor network is usually deployed in
the harsh, unattended, dynamic environment, it is important to monitor the sensor
status, based on which decisions about the mission switch can be made. While
more challenges can be listed here, in this dissertation, we primarily focus on these
three aspects, namely, mission switch, resource allocation, and network monitoring. Each of the aspects is examined under different contexts within an integrated
framework, and briefly summarized in the following.
First, we study the mission switch in a surveillance application. As mission
switches, e.g., the network is commanded to last for a longer time, some sensors
may have to sleep longer during each duty cycle. Then the original sensor deployment may not be able to satisfy the coverage and lifetime requirements at the same
time, and the coverage may need to be traded for network lifetime. To deal with
this tradeoff, we propose the concept of spatial-temporal coverage, in contrast to
iii

the traditional area coverage. Our goal is to schedule the sensor activity to maximize the total spatial-temporal coverage during a specified network lifetime. Both
centralized and distributed heuristics are proposed, with the approximation factor
of the centralized algorithm proved to be 12 .
Second, we explore the resource allocation in the landmine networks and investigate how to accomplish multiple missions with the minimum resources usage.
Specifically, we have studied a multi-target defense scenario, where our mission
is to destroy the multiple intruding targets using the minimum cost pre-deployed
landmines. Due to the NP Complexity of the problem, we have proposed a greedy
algorithm and a layering algorithm, whose approximation ratios are derived.
Third, we have proposed the multi-poller based monitoring architecture for mission driven sensor networks. Compared with the single poller scheme, the multipoller scheme significantly reduces the false alarm rate, while keeping the similar
bandwidth consumption. To construct the monitoring architecture, we formulate
a many-to-many poller-pollee assignment problem and present three distributed
algorithms (i.e., random, deterministic, and hybrid). We have also explored the
hop-by-hop aggregation opportunity between the poller and pollee, and formulate
the optimal aggregation path problem. We solve this NP-hard problem by designing an opportunistic greedy algorithm, which achieves an approximation ratio of
5
. As far as we know, this is the first proved constant approximation ratio applied
4
to the aggregation path selection schemes over the wireless sensor networks.
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1

Introduction
With the advances in micro-electro-mechanics and wireless communication, wireless sensor technology has become more and more common and permeated the
various areas of our life. Although each single sensor is constrained in its capability
(i.e., sensing, communication, and processing), numerous sensors can collaborate
with each other by forming a network to achieve purposes that a single sensor
cannot provide. Compared with other types of networks (e.g., IP network, cellula
network, ad hoc network), sensor network has its unique challenges. First, unlike
the infrastructure based network, the sensor nodes need to self-organize themselves
into a multi-hop network, which places critical demand for distributed design. Second, sensor nodes are prone to failure since they usually operate in an unattended,
harsh environment, and they may run out of battery. This raises the serious issue
on fault tolerance. Finally, since sensors are usually untethered and powered by
limited battery, energy efficiency is a crucial and challenging issue.
Most of the sensor networks envisioned so far only target for a single mission
and are often designed for some particular application. Therefore, the concept
of multi-mission sensor network is developed to capture the notion that multiple
missions, each with its own requirement, may share common sensors to achieve
different goals. From resource management point of view, it may be more cost
effective for the wireless sensor network to support multiple missions instead of a
single mission.
The term “mission” can be defined in several ways. A narrow definition is based
on the type of applications performed. For example, in a fire disaster relief system,
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the mission of the sensor network is to detect the fire event in a timely manner
as well as to find a safe route for the people to depart the building. By contrast,
a broader definition of mission is based on the objective of the assigned task.
The objective, for example, could be the mission duration/lifetime, the degree of
coverage, the preciseness of localization, or some other specific metrics.

Figure 1.1. Spatial-temporal correlation among multi-missions, with each cylinder
denoting a mission in the space and time domain

Depending on whether multi-missions coexist in spatial or temporal domain,
they may have different relationship. Fig. 1.1 shows some possible relationship in
the 3-D space with X and Y axis denoting the spatial area and T axis denoting
the time. Each disk denotes the spatial area of a mission at a particular instant.
As mission progresses in time, a cylinder is formed in the spatial and temporal
domain. For example, mission II progresses from time t0 to t1 , and mission IV
progresses from t1 to t2 . It can be seen that mission I and mission II correlate in
both spatial and temporal domain because they overlap in both time and space.
Mission II and mission IV correlate in spatial domain but not in the temporal
domain.

3

1.1

Challenges of Multi-Mission Wireless Sensor
Network

As the multi-mission sensor network is a special type of wireless sensor networks,
the aforementioned challenges of sensor network also apply to the multi-mission
sensor networks, i.e., distributed operation, fault tolerance, energy constraint.
However, due to its mission-oriented design, it also has its own unique challenges,
as summarized in the following.
The first challenge is the mission switch. In the example of fire disaster relief
system, the initial mission is to detect the occurrence of the fire event. But after
a fire is detected, the mission shall switch from the event detection to the safe
route discovery. Multi-mission sensor network, therefore, needs to be enriched
with the adaptation capability to handle the mission switch. The preplanning
kind of strategy is not sufficient here. Another example is in the area surveillance,
where the network may be required to last for a longer duration than its initial
design. Since it may not be possible to deploy more sensors, some sensors have to
sleep longer to extend the network lifetime, which may adversely affect the degree
of coverage. Therefore, sometimes the coverage has to be traded for lifetime.
The second challenge is the resource allocation. Because of the limited sensor
resources, multiple missions may compete for the same subset of sensors. Each
mission has a demand which measures its need of sensing resources, and associates
with a profit which represents how important it is. Thus, the objective of the
resource allocation is to maximize the total network profit with the limited sensor
resources. For example, in a sensor embedded landmine network, a single mission
is to destroy one target. But with multiple intruding targets, the multi-mission is
to destroy all the targets. Things become much more complicated in the multitarget defense scenario, since each landmine may contribute to the destructive
effect of multiple targets, and the destruction of a single target may require the
involvement of multiple landmines. It turns out to be a complex task to determine
the minimum-cost subset of landmines to be activated through the distributed
collaboration among the landmines.
The third challenge comes from the dynamic, unattended, energy constrained
nature of the sensor operation. As sensors could fail or run out of battery any time,
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the mission goal may not be met all the time. Therefore, it is important to monitor
the network condition and sensor status such that we can continually evaluate
the progress of mission completion. On the other hand, in a harsh, unattended
environment, the monitoring architecture itself should be fault tolerant, and the
monitoring overhead should not constitute a significant part of the total bandwidth
consumption. Therefore, we need to consider issues such as energy efficiency, fault
tolerance, distributed operation when constructing the monitoring architecture.
Fourth, besides the basic sensing and communication task, in many applications, the multi-mission sensor network is often associated with a physical process
whose consequence determines how well the mission is accomplished. In such case,
there is a close interaction between the sensing process and physical process, where
the sensed information (e.g., environmental condition, target attribute) is fed as
a parameter into the physical process, based on which the optimal action of the
physical process can be decided. For example, in a sensor embedded land-mine
network, the physical process refers to the landmine explosion, whose destructive
effect depends on many factors such as the type/model of the target and mine,
the distance between the target and mine, etc. The sensing process can obtain
some of these information for the physical process for the online strategy planning.
However, in most cases, to figure out the interaction between the physical process
and sensing process and find the corresponding optimal strategy is not easy.

1.2

Focus of This Dissertation

In this dissertation, we have addressed the challenges as elaborated in Section
1, and investigate the issues that are critical to the normal operation of multimission sensor network. Specifically, we focus on three important aspects, namely,
mission switch, resource allocation, network monitoring, and explore these issues
in different application contexts. In the following, we give a brief overview of our
problems and contributions, within the context of three case-studies.
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1.2.1

Spatial-Temporal Coverage Optimization with Mission Switch

Mission-driven sensor networks usually have special lifetime requirements and the
requirement could change on demand. For example in a surveillance application,
during the course of its operation, the network may be required to last for a longer
time than its initial design. Since it may not be possible to deploy additional
sensors, the current sensor density may not be able to satisfy the new lifetime and
coverage requirement at the same time. Then, the coverage may need to be traded
for network lifetime.
The coverage issue in sensor networks has been studied extensively [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6], where scheduling algorithms are proposed to maximize the network lifetime
while maintaining some predefined coverage degree. But different from existing
works, we study how to schedule sensor nodes to maximize coverage under the
constraint of network lifetime. Our work, which is the reverse of the existing
formulation, is thus complementary to the current literature.
Specifically, we study how to schedule sensors to maximize their coverage during a specified network lifetime. Unlike sensor deployment, where the goal is to
maximize the spatial coverage, our objective is to maximize the spatial-temporal
coverage by scheduling sensors’ activity after they have been deployed. Since the
optimization problem is NP-hard, we first present a centralized heuristics whose
approximation factor is proved to be 12 , and then propose a distributed parallel optimization protocol (POP). In POP, nodes optimize their schedules on their own
but converge to local optimality without conflict with one another.

1.2.2

Multi-Target Defense in Landmine Networks

With the integration of sensor technology, researchers have developed the modern
landmine, so called smart-mine, where the landmine is endowed with the capability
of sensing, computation, and communication. While most existing work mainly
focuses on the single smart-mine design, we investigate the networking opportunities that the sensor technology can bring to the next generation landmine and
develop the framework of multi-target defense in landmine networks.
In the single target defense, the mission is to destroy a single target. But in
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the multi-mission (i.e., multi-target) defense scenario, the goal is to destroy all the
intruding target. Resource allocation in this case is much more complicated since
the explosion of a single landmine can affect multiple targets. To address this issue,
we utilize the recent result in the impact engineering [7, 8, 9, 10], which states that
the destructive effect of a mine explosion on a target depends on many factors
such as the type/model of the target and mine, the distance between the target
and mine, etc. Based on these inter-disciplinary result, we examine the interaction
between the sensing process and physical explosion process, and try to fill the gap
between the mine industry and impact engineering via sensor technology.
Specifically, we have formulated a minimum-cost mine selection problem, and
transform it using a novel bucket-tub model. Due to the problem complexity, we
have proposed two classes of approximation algorithms, i.e., greedy algorithm and
layering algorithm, whose approximation ratios are derived. To facilitate different
mines to negotiate with each other in a distributed manner, we also present a
local greedy algorithm, which produces the same solution set as the global greedy
algorithm.

1.2.3

Network Monitoring for Mission Driven Sensor Networks

For multi-mission sensor networks deployed in the unattended, harsh environment,
the knowledge of sensor statuses such as liveness, node density and residue energy,
is critical for maintaining the normal operation of the network. Based on these
information, timely evaluations can be made regarding the ongoing missions, and
prompt actions can be taken in response to the status change. As a result, a sound
monitoring architecture is fundamental to the multi-mission sensor network, and
crucial during the process such as resource allocation, mission switch, etc.
In this dissertation, we have made multifold contributions regarding network
monitoring. First, we propose a multi-poller based architecture to monitor the sensor status. Combined with a round robin based scheduling scheme, the multi-poller
based scheme can reduce the false alarm rate significantly while keeping similar
bandwidth consumption as the single poller scheme. Second, we propose three distributed algorithms to construct the multi-poller monitoring architecture, namely,
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random, deterministic, and hybrid algorithm. Third, we explore the hop-by-hop
aggregation opportunity during the transmission of status report and propose an
opportunistic greedy algorithm. Despite the NP complexity of the problem, the
algorithm proposed can achieve an approximation ratio of 54 . As far as we know,
this is the first proved constant approximation ratio applied to the aggregation
path selection schemes over the wireless sensor networks.

1.2.4

Organization

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 studies the
mission switch in a surveillance application. Chapter 3 explores the resource allocation issue in the embedded landmine network. Chapter 4 focuses on the network
monitoring for mission driven sensor network. Chapter 5 finally concludes and
presents the future work.

Chapter

2

Spatial-Temporal Coverage
Optimization With Mission Switch
2.1

Introduction

In wireless sensor networks, there is a tradeoff between network lifetime and sensor
coverage. To achieve a better coverage, more sensors have to be active at the same
time, then more energy would be consumed and the network lifetime is reduced.
On the other hand, if more sensors are put into sleep to extend the network lifetime,
the coverage will be adversely affected. The tradeoff between network lifetime and
sensor coverage cannot be simply solved at the deployment stage, because it is hard
to predict the network lifetime requirement, which depends on the application and
may change as the mission changes. For example, in a surveillance application, the
initial mission is to monitor the battle field for 6 hours. As the battle goes on, the
commander finds that the battle may have to last for 10 hours. Then, the mission
of the sensor network is changed, which requires the network to last for 10 hours.
Since it may not be possible to deploy more sensors, some sensors have to sleep
longer during each duty cycle to extend the network lifetime. As a result, sensor
coverage needs to be traded for network lifetime.
The coverage issue in sensor networks has been studied extensively [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6], where scheduling algorithms are proposed to maximize the network life-
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time while maintaining some predefined coverage degree1 . However, if the same
coverage degree is maintained all the time, the lifetime requirements may not be
satisfied as network condition and mission change. For example, the sensor density may drop over time, and the coverage requirement may vary according to the
application’s demand. Different from existing works, we study how to schedule
sensor nodes to maximize coverage under the constraint of network lifetime. This
reverse formulation is especially useful when the number of nodes is not enough to
maintain the required coverage degree for a specified time period, as shown in the
above example.
In this chapter, we aim to resolve the conflict between the static status of
sensor deployment and the dynamic nature of mission requirements. As mission
dynamically changes, the lifetime and coverage requirement may not be satisfied at
the same time. Then the coverage needs to be traded for the network lifetime. Our
work is thus complementary to the existing work, which can apply when the sensor
density is sufficient to sustain both the lifetime and coverage requirement. To fulfill
this goal, we have to consider coverage in both spatial and temporal domain. In
particular, we define a new spatial-temporal coverage metric, in contrast to the
traditional area coverage. The spatial-temporal coverage of each small area is
defined as the product of the area size and the length of period during which the
area is covered. Then our objective becomes how to schedule the sensor’s onperiod to maximize the global spatial-temporal coverage, calculated as the sum
of individual spatial-temporal coverage over all the areas. This new formulation
arises naturally from the mission critical applications with the network lifetime
constraint and differentiates itself from most existing works which only consider
the spatial domain.
Consider a surveillance example shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Three sensors monitor
a rectangular area, where the overlap between sensor 1 and senor 2 is four units,
and the overlap between sensor 2 and sensor 3 is one unit. Suppose the network
is required to provide full coverage and operate for 10 hours. Since the battery
lifetime is 6 hours for each sensor, the coverage and lifetime requirement cannot be
satisfied. Most existing coverage-oriented algorithms in such a case would activate
the three sensors simultaneously for 6 hours, without considering the network
1

The area is k-covered if every point in the area is covered by k sensors at the same time.
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Figure 2.1. A surveillance example with three sensors.

lifetime constraint. However, we trade the coverage for lifetime by dividing the
mission duration of 10 hours into ten cycles, and within each cycle, each sensor
is active for 6/10 = 0.6 hour. Then the scheduling issue becomes how to place
the 0.6 hour in each cycle so that the spatial-temporal coverage of the overlapping
regions are maximized. Fig. 2.1(b) shows two solutions. From the spatial coverage
point of view, the two schedules make no difference because each sensor covers the
same area for the same length of time in different schedules. But from the spatialtemporal perspective, schedule I is better because the four-unit overlapping region
is covered for a full cycle in schedule I but for only 0.6 cycle in schedule II. The
spatial-temporal coverage of the overlapping regions in schedule I is 4×1+1×1 = 5
and is 4 × 0.6 + 1 × 1 = 3.4 in schedule II.
The above example shows that different schedules may result in different coverage redundancy. Although the optimal solution for this example can be easily
found (schedule I is actually the optimal solution), in a complex network setting
where thousands of sensors are arbitrarily deployed, we need a systematic way to
address the problem. Our contribution in this chapter can be summarized as follows. First, we formalize the sensor scheduling problem in the spatial and temporal
dimension, with the objective to maximize the spatial-temporal coverage with network lifetime constraint. We further prove that it is equivalent to minimize the
coverage redundancy under certain conditions. Second, we prove the problem is
NP-hard and propose a centralized greedy algorithm with an approximation factor of 12 . Third, we propose a distributed heuristic, POP (parallel optimization
protocol), where nodes optimize their schedules on their own but converge to local
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optimality without conflict with one another.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section II presents the problem
formulation. Section III shows the problem complexity and proposes a centralized
approximation algorithm. Section IV presents the distributed heuristic. Performance evaluations are done in Section V. Section VI gives related work and Section
VII concludes the chapter.

2.2

Problem Formulation

When the sensor density is not sufficient to satisfy both the lifetime and coverage
requirements, the coverage has to be traded for lifetime. In such a case, the sensors
have to make their best efforts to provide the coverage while meeting the lifetime
constraint. To achieve this, we divide the network lifetime L into cycles and turn
on each sensor within each cycle for a period proportional to its battery life. We
further designate that the same schedule repeats in each cycle, such that the sleep
schedule can be implemented, e.g., using the Power Saving Mode (PSM) of 802.11.
Then the purpose of the scheduling is to place the on-periods within each cycle,
such that the total spatial-temporal coverage can be maximized. We formalize
it as a maxCov problem in subsection 2.2.1, and then transform it to a minRed
problem in subsection 2.2.2 whose objective is to minimize the overall coverage
redundancy.

2.2.1

Maximize The Spatial-Temporal Coverage

Problem MaxCov: Given a unit-disk graph G(N, E) with n nodes, the battery
life of each sensor Bi , i = 1...n, and a mission lifetime of L, where Bi ≤ L, we
want to calculate an “on” schedule per cycle for each sensor such that the overall
spatial-temporal coverage is maximized.
To quantify the overall spatial-temporal coverage (or coverage, for short), we
first define elementary region as the minimum region formed by the intersection
of a number of sensing disks. Notice that different points belonging to the same
elementary region are covered for the same length of time. Therefore, the spatialtemporal coverage of each elementary region can be calculated as the product of
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its area size and the length of time during which the region is covered by at least
one sensor. Note that for each elementary region, the area size is fixed after the
sensors are deployed, but the coverage time varies depending on the different sensor
schedule.
Further define the k-redundant elementary region as the elementary region
formed by the intersection of k sensors, where k ≥ 2. For example in Fig. 2.2(a),
there are seven elementary regions and four of them are redundant elementary
regions, whose area sizes are a1 = a2 = a3 = a4 = 1. a1 , a2 , a3 refer to the 2redundant elementary region and a4 refers to the 3-redundant elementary region.
The non-redundant elementary regions are covered by only a single sensor, such
as those elementary regions other than a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 in Fig. 2.2. Since the coverage
time of the non-redundant elementary region is the same as the “on” period of
that sensor, its spatial-temporal coverage is constant irrespective of the sensors’
schedule. Therefore, to devise a better “on” schedule per cycle for each sensor, we
only need to focus on the redundant elementary regions to maximize their total
spatial-temporal coverage.

Figure 2.2. An example to illustrate how to calculate the redundancy for k-redundant
elementary regions.

Given the schedule in Fig. 2.2(b), the spatial-temporal coverage of the 2redundant elementary region can be calculated similar to that of Fig. 2.1. For
example, the spatial-temporal coverage for a1 is the product of the area of a1 and
the time during which a1 is covered by either s1 or s2 , or both, i.e., 1 × 1 = 1.
Similarly, the coverage for a2 and a3 are 1 × 1 = 1 and 1 × 0.6 = 0.6, respectively.
For the 3-redundant elementary region a4 , we need to find out the length of time
during which it is covered by at least one of the three sensors, which is 1 time unit
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in Fig. 2.2. Therefore, the total spatial-temporal coverage over all the redundant
elementary regions in Fig. 2.2 is 1 + 1 + 0.6 + 1 = 3.6.
In general, we can formalize the problem in the form of mathematical programming. Before giving the formulation, we first define some notations that will be
used throughout the chapter.
• N, E: the node set and the edge set of the graph
• si , N (i): sensor i and the neighbor set of sensor i, i.e., N (i)={j | sensor sj
is the neighbor of sensor si }
• I: the index set of the redundant elementary regions, i.e., I={i | region i is
a redundant elementary region}
• I(m): the index set of the redundant elementary regions within the sensing
disk of sensor m
• A(i): the index set of sensors whose intersection of sensing disks forms the
ith redundant elementary region, with |A(i)| denoting its cardinality.
• ai : the area size of the ith redundant elementary region
• Ti : the time during which the ith redundant elementary region is covered by
at least one sensor
• L, l: L is the network lifetime, and l is the length of the cycle, so there are
L
l

number of cycles, assuming

L
l

is an integer. l should not be too small so

that the switch overhead between the on/off state is negligible.
• Bi , bi : Bi is the battery life of si , and bi is the length of si ’s on-period per
cycle. Since there are

L
l

number of cycles, we have bi ×

L
l

= Bi .

• si .start, si .end is the start and end of si ’s on-period respectively, where
si .end − si .start = bi
• C: the total coverage of all the redundant elementary regions.
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With these notations, we can calculate the total coverage as the sum of the
product of area size and coverage time, over all the redundant elementary regions.
Thus our objective function and constraints are:

Max C =

X

ai × Ti

(2.1)

ST: 0 ≤ si .end ≤ l, i ∈ N
l
bi = Bi × , i ∈ N
L
si .end − si .start = bi , i ∈ N

(2.2)

i∈I

(2.3)
(2.4)

The purpose of the above optimization is to determine the variables si .end
(or si .start) to maximize the spatial-temporal coverage subjecting to the constraints 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. In the objective function, ai is the area size of the ith
redundant elementary region, which could be in arbitrary shape, and Ti is the
time during which the ith redundant elementary region is covered by at least one
sensor, which depends on the schedules of all the neighboring sensors. Constraint
(2.2) shows that the on-period may fall on the boundary of the cycle, so si .end
ranges from 0 to l. Constraint (2.3) requires that each node’s on-period within a
cycle is proportional to its battery life. Constraint (2.4) establishes the relationship
between si .end, si .start and the length of its on-period.

2.2.2

Minimize The Coverage Redundancy

In this section, we consider the coverage maximization problem from another perspective and propose a new formulation. In the previous section, the objective is to
maximize the total spatial-temporal coverage, which desires the total coverage time
of each redundant elementary region to be as large as possible. Alternatively, we
can achieve the same goal by minimizing the schedule overlap of the sensors that
monitor the same redundant elementary region. Toward this direction, we propose another metric, spatial-temporal coverage redundancy, whose value depends
on the area size, the overlapping “on” periods, and the the number of sensors that
monitor the area in each period. With the concept of spatial-temporal coverage
redundancy (or coverage redundancy for short), the problem of “maximizing cov-
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erage under the constraint of network lifetime” becomes “minimizing the coverage
redundancy under the constraint of network lifetime” (called minRed problem).
We can prove that the two objectives are equivalent under certain condition.
We first use Fig. 2.2 as an example to illustrate how to calculate the coverage redundancy of the redundant elementary regions. For instance, the coverage
redundancy for a1 is the area of a1 times the schedule overlap of s1 and s2 , i.e.,
1 × 0.2 = 0.2. Similarly, the redundancy for a2 and a3 are 0.2 and 0.6, respectively.
The coverage redundancy of a4 consists of two parts, i.e., the part of time when
a4 is covered by exactly two sensors, and the part of time when it is covered by
exactly three sensors. Intuitively, the two parts should have different contribution to the coverage redundancy, because more resources will be wasted as more
sensors overlap in time. To reflect this, we assign different weight to different periods during which the same region is monitored by different number of sensors.
In particular, a4 is solely monitored by s1 and s2 for 0 unit of time, by s1 and
s3 for 0.4 unit of time, by s2 and s3 for 0 unit of time, all of which are assigned
weight 1. On the other hand, a4 is solely monitored by s1 , s2 and s3 for 0.2
unit of time, and it is assigned weight 2. Then, the total coverage redundancy
is the weighted sum of the product of area size and time overlap over all the redundant elementary regions. For example, in Fig. 2.2, the total redundancy is
(0.2) + (0.2) + (0.6) + (1 × 1 × 0 + 1 × 1 × 0.4 + 1 × 1 × 0 + 3 × 1 × 0.2) = 2.
To study the problem from the perspective of coverage redundancy, we need to
define more notations in addition to those used in the previous section.
• tji (S), S ⊆ A(i): the time during which the ith redundant elementary region
is covered by exactly j sensors that include all the sensors in S. S can be
empty set ∅.
• ai aj : the area overlap (i.e., the size of the overlapping area) between si and
sj
• si sj : the time overlap (i.e., the length of the overlapping on-period) between
si and sj
• R: the coverage redundancy of the whole network
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With these notations, the problem minRed is formulated as follows, with the
objective to minimize the total coverage redundancy.

X |A(i)|
X

w(j) × ai × tji (∅)

(2.5)

ST: 0 ≤ si .end ≤ l, i ∈ N
l
bi = Bi × , i ∈ N
L
si .end − si .start = bi , i ∈ N

(2.6)

Min R =

i∈I j=2

(2.7)
(2.8)

In the objective function, the total coverage redundancy is calculated as the
weighted sum of the product of area overlap and time overlap, first over the possible coverage degrees within each region and then over all the redundant elementary
regions. Specifically, tji (∅) is the time during which the ith redundant elementary
region is covered by exactly j sensors, which depends on the schedules of the j sensors. Intuitively, a larger j contributes more redundancy, so the weight factor w(j)
is used in the objective function to reflect this, which should be a monotonically
increasing function of j. In the following, we can prove that this new objective
function (Eqn. 2.5) is equivalent to the previous objective function (Eqn. 3.1) with
a properly set weight factor.
Theorem 1. With the same graph, network lifetime requirement, and battery constraints, the objective to maximize the total spatial-temporal coverage is equivalent
to minimize the total spatial-temporal coverage redundancy when setting the weight
factor to be w(j) = j − 1.
Proof. We first rewrite the objective of total coverage, i.e., Eqn. 3.1, by decomposing the coverage time Ti into a multitude of sub-periods according to the different
coverage degree.

C=

X
i∈I

ai × Ti =

X
X |A(i)|

ai × tji (∅)

(2.9)

i∈I j=1

Then we add the two objective functions together, i.e. Eqns. 2.5 & 2.9. Since
w(j) = j − 1, we have
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C +R=

X |A(i)|
X

j × ai × tji (∅)

(2.10)

i∈I j=1

Note that a set of sensors A(i) monitor the elementary region ai , and each
sensor k ∈ A(i) is active for bk period of time per cycle. So each active period bk
can be decomposed into sub-periods according to the different coverage degrees of
|A(i)|
P j
region ai , i.e., bk =
ti (sk ). Therefore, if we sum up bk , k = 1, ..., |A(i)|, each
j=1

tji (∅)

would be counted exactly j times. Then we have
X
k∈A(i)

|A(i)|

bk =

X

j × tji (∅)

(2.11)

j=1

Combining Eqn. 2.10 and Eqn. 2.11, we have C + R =

P
i∈I

ai

P

bk , which is

k∈A(i)

a constant value. This implies that maximizing the total coverage C is equivalent
to minimizing the total coverage redundancy R.

2.3

Centralized Algorithm Design

In this section, we first prove that the maxCov problem is NP-hard and then
propose a centralized greedy algorithm whose approximation factor is 12 .
Theorem 2. The problem maxCov is NP-hard. (The proof is given in Appendix
A.)
Despite the problem complexity, we propose the greedy heuristics for the problem maxCov, with the pseudo code listed in Algorithm I. Assume the area size
ai is known for each elementary region i. The algorithm is executed in iterations.
During each iteration, it calculates the maximal additional spatial-temporal coverage ∆Ci that each sensor si can provide based on the existing schedule and picks
the sensor with the largest ∆Ci . Each time a new sensor is picked, the existing
schedule within a cycle is augmented by placing the active period of the selected
sensor in the optimal position of the cycle (i.e., where the sensor can provide the
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maximum coverage). This process will be repeated iteration after iteration, until
no more sensors can be picked to increase the total spatial-temporal coverage.
P
Define ∆Ci =
aj × ∆Tj , as the sum of the product of area size aj and
j∈I(i)

additional coverage time ∆Tj over all the redundant regions covered by sensor si .
The process of deriving an optimal schedule is to calculate the maximum ∆Ci for
each sensor si by choosing the right si .start. Given an existing schedule among
sensor i’s neighbors whose on-periods are determined by its si .start (or si .end), it
turns out that it takes just O(|N (i)|) computational effort to derive max{∆Ci },
where |N (i)| is the number of the neighbors of sensor si . The linear computational
efficiency results from the observation that the maximum ∆Ci is achieved when
si .start is at one of the end points of the active periods of si ’s neighbors. This is
because when si .start moves between two neighboring end points the value of ∆Ci
changes (i.e., increases or decreases) linearly. Therefore, we first identify the end
points, i.e., sj .start and sj .end, for each neighbor j of si , and then select si .start
among those end points where ∆Ci can be maximized.
Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm
Input: graph G(N, E), mission lifetime L, the battery life Bi , i = 1...n, the area of each
redundant elementary region ai , i ∈ I
Output: a subset of sensors Sgre with their schedules determined, the overall spatial-temporal
coverage Cgre
Procedure:
1: S0 = N, Sgre = ∅
2: while S0 6= ∅ and ∆Ck 6= 0 do
3:
for each i ∈ S0 do
4:
identify all the end points of the active periods among the neighbors whose schedule has
been determined. Use Se to denote the collection of these end points. Se = Se + {0}
|A(i)|
P
5:
calculate ∆Ci = max
aj × ∆Tj , and the corresponding si .start that achieves
si .start∈Se j=2

6:
7:

the optimal schedule
end for
find the sensor sk that can provide the maximum coverage, i.e., ∆Ck = max ∆Ci

8:
if ∆Ck 6= 0 then
9:
S0 = S0 − {sk }, Sgre = Sgre + {sk }, Cgre + = ∆Ck .
10:
update the current schedule by adding the on-period of sk
11:
end if
12: end while
13: Output Sgre , and Cgre .

i∈S0

To analyze the performance of the algorithm, we cannot simply borrow the
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techniques from the traditional coverage model in the spatial domain. Due to the
unique challenges of coverage issue in the spatial-temporal domain, the algorithm
not only needs to select sensors but also needs to determine their corresponding
schedules. In addition, the scheduling decision needs to be made in a continuous
space while there are infinite possibilities to place the on-period in a cycle. As a
result, some traditional modeling approach such as the set cover model [12] cannot
be simply applied. Therefore, we need new techniques to analyze the algorithm
complexity.
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 achieves an approximation factor of

1
2

for the maxCov

problem.
Proof. Suppose there are total n sensors picked in the greedy algorithm. Sensor
sgi is picked in the ith iteration, which provides ∆Cig additional coverage with
its active period placed at the optimal position of the cycle. Use the vector
g
g
g
Vig = (vi1
, vi2
..., vi|I|
) to denote the coverage provided by sgi , with each compo-

nent corresponding to each redundant elementary region. Since there are total |I|
redundant elementary regions, there are |I| components for each vector. Each vijg
denotes the time periods during which the region j is covered by sgi . For example,
vijg = {[1, 3], [5, 6]} means region j is covered by sensor sgi during the periods [1,3]
and [5,6]. It can be seen that each period in vijg is determined by a start time
and an end time, with no overlap between the different periods. If region j is not
covered by sensor sgi , set vijg = [0, 0]. Further use |vijg | to denote the total length
of time during which region j is covered by sgi . For example, if vijg = {[1, 3], [5, 6]},
then |vijg | = 3.
|I|
P
j=1

Define the norm of the vector Vig in the form of a weighted sum, i.e., |Vig | =
aj ×|vijg |, where the weight is the area size aj . For example, if Vig = ({[1, 3], [5, 6]},

[0, 0], {[2, 4]}), then |Vig | = 3a1 + 2a3 . It can be seen that |vijg | denotes the total
spatial-temporal coverage provided by sgi .
Further suppose Vig and Vjg are two different vectors, then define the vector

addition/substraction as follows:

Vig + Vjg = (vi1 ∪ vj1 , vi2 ∪ vj2 , ..., vi|I| ∪ vj|I| )

(2.12)
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Vig − Vjg = (vi1 − vi1 ∩ vj1 , ..., vi|I| − vi|I| ∩ vj|I|
n
P
i=1

(2.13)

Thus, the total coverage vector generated by the greedy algorithm is V g =
Vig , and the total coverage is

Cgre =

n
X

∆Cig

g

= |V | = |

i=1

n
X

Vig |

(2.14)

i=1

Suppose there are total m iterations in the optimal algorithm, and during each
iteration one sensor is picked. Then we rearrange the order of sensors selected in
the optimal algorithm, such that if a sensor is also chosen by the greedy algorithm,
it is chosen in the same iteration in both the algorithms. Since the schedule of
each sensor remains intact, changing the order of sensors selected will not affect
the outcome of the optimal algorithm. Similar to the greedy algorithm, we also
define the notations soi , Vio , |Vio |, vijo , |vijo |, ∆Cio , V o , Copt for the optimal algorithm.
In the ith iteration, the greedy algorithm picks sensor sgi and enhances the total
i−1
P g
coverage by ∆Cig . Thus we have ∆Cig = |Vig −
Vj |. According to the definition
j=1

of the greedy algorithm, during each iteration it picks the sensor that can provide
i−1
i−1
P g
P g
Vj |, where Vio
the maximum additional coverage, thus |Vig −
Vj | ≥ |Vio −
j=1

j=1

is the coverage vector of the sensor soi picked in the same iteration by the optimal
algorithm. In other words, the greedy algorithm picks sgi instead of soi because sgi
i
P
Vjg for
can provide more additional coverage than soi . On the other hand, V g ⊇
j=1

∀i = 1...n. Therefore we have
∆Cig

≥

|Vio

−

i−1
X

Vjg | ≥ |Vio − V g |,

∀i = 1...n

(2.15)

j=1

Since n sensors are picked in the greedy algorithm and m sensors are picked
in the optimal algorithm, to make the above equation also hold when m < n, let
Vio = ([0, 0], ..., [0, 0]) for ∀i ∈ (m, n]. Then adding all the inequalities denoted by
Eqn. 2.15 gives
n
X
i=1

∆Cig

= Cgre ≥

n
X
i=1

|Vio − V g |

(2.16)
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Note that the spatial-temporal coverage of each sensor is denoted by a vector
and each component of a vector is a collection of time periods. Then based on the
vector analysis and the addition/substraction defined in Eqns. 2.12 & 2.13, it is
not hard to see
n
X
i=1

As Copt = |

n
P
i=1

|Vio

g

−V |≥|

n
X

(Vio

g

− V )| ≥ |

i=1

n
X

Vio | − |V g |

(2.17)

i=1

Vio | and Cgre = |V g |, combining Eqn. 2.16 and Eqn. 2.17 gives
Cgre ≥ Copt − Cgre

(2.18)

The above relationship shows that the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1 is
1
.
2

The centralized algorithm has theoretical favor, as it gives a constant factor
performance bound. However, it is not practical as it is difficult to enumerate
and compute each ai and let each node have such global knowledge. Thus in the
next section, we propose the distributed heuristics based on the local coverage
redundancy.

2.4

Distributed Algorithm Design

From the above discussion, we know that in a complex network of large scale,
it is computational infeasible to enumerate each elementary area ai and list each
period tji (∅) during which area i is covered by exactly j sensors. Therefore, in the
distributed design, we focus on the pairwise sensors and let each node minimizes its
own local coverage redundancy, defined as the sum of pairwise redundancy with its
neighbors. Although the global optimal is computationally infeasible to achieve,
we can design a class of algorithms in which each node is able to achieve the local
optimal if certain conditions can be satisfied. The basic idea is to let each node first
generate a random schedule independently. Then, each node adjusts its schedule
individually to minimize the local coverage redundancy with its neighbors, until
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everyone converges to its local optimality. The seemingly simple idea has several
challenges.
• How to do the local optimization? Does it have polynomial time algorithms
to achieve the local optimal?
• If each sensor adjusts the schedule individually, is the algorithm able to
converge?
• How to eliminate conflicts caused by simultaneous adjustments of the neighboring nodes?
The following subsections will address these challenges one by one.

2.4.1

Local Optimization

Without loss of generality, suppose sensor s0 has |N (0)| neighbors. The local
optimization problem at s0 can be formalized as follows:
Given the area overlap between s0 and its neighbors (i.e., a0 ai , i ∈ N (0)), the
individual schedule of its neighbors, we want to decide s0 ’s own schedule, such that
P
the local sum of the coverage redundancy with its neighbors R[0] =
a0 ai × s 0 s i
i∈N (0)

can be minimized.
It can be seen that the local coverage redundancy (i.e., R[i] =

P

ai aj × si sj )

j∈N (i)

is much easier to calculate than the global redundancy (Eqn. 2.5). Suppose two
sensors si and sj , whose sensing radius are r and the distance between them is d.
Their area overlap and time overlap can be simply computed by:

q
2

d
2

ai aj = 2r arccos( 2r ) − d r2 − d4 , if d < 2r;




ai aj = 0, if d ≥ 2r;


s0 sj = max{min(s[i].end, s[j].end)



 − max(s[i].start, s[j].start), 0}

(2.19)

Each node has its own reference cycle. The cycles at different nodes are not
required to be synchronized. Each node only needs to know the relative position of
its neighbor’s on-period. This can be easily achieved via exchange of hello packets
with its neighbors.
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Note that si ’s schedule per cycle is solely determined by the start of its onperiod si .start and the end of its on-period si .end, where si .end − si .start = bi .
Then the objective of local optimization at s0 is to decide s0 .end (or s0 .start)
within its own reference cycle such that R[0] is minimized. However, because
s0 .end could be any value between 0 and l, it is not realistic to enumerate all the
possibilities. In our solution, we only focus on some crucial points, which could
jointly determine the redundancy R[0] at every possible value of s0 .end.
Line Traversal Algorithm: s0 first selects its own reference cycle and places
each neighbor’s schedule (i.e., on-period) in the cycle. Then s0 ’s on-period traverses
from the left of the cycle (i.e., s0 .end = 0) to the right of the cycle (i.e., s0 .end = l),
during which the local redundancy R[0] over the whole range can be recorded. In
the end, the points corresponding to the minimum R[0] are identified and selected
as s0 ’s schedule. For example, in Fig. 2.3, s0 has s1 , s2 , s3 as neighbors, whose
schedules are given. For ease of illustration, assume bi = bj , i, j = 0...3. However,
the algorithm is not limited in the homogeneous case but allows the heterogeneous
battery states at different nodes. Fig. 2.3 shows the relationship between R[0] and
s0 .end by executing the line traversal algorithm.
The algorithm is based on the observation that the coverage redundancy R[0]
increases/decreases linearly as s0 .end traverses from left to right, and the slope k
shifts only at some crucial points, which corresponds to the following four cases.
• Case I: the end of s0 ’s on-period enters the start of si ’s on-period, i.e.,
s0 .end = si .start, then the slope increases by a0 ai , i.e., k = k + a0 ai .
• Case II: the end of s0 ’s on-period leaves the end of si ’s on-period, i.e.,
s0 .end = si .end, then the slope decreases by a0 ai , i.e., k = k − a0 ai .
• Case III: the start of s0 ’s on-period enters the start of si ’s on-period, i.e.,
s0 .start = si .start, then the slope decreases by a0 ai , i.e., k = k − a0 ai .
• Case IV: the start of s0 ’s on-period leaves the end of si ’s on-period, i.e.,
s0 .start = si .end, then the slope increases by a0 ai , i.e., k = k + a0 ai .
We use Case I as an example to illustrate why the slope k is updated in such
a way. When the end of s0 ’s on-period enters the start of si ’s on-period (such as
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at point P3 in Fig. 2.3), the time overlap between s0 and si starts to increase as
s0 .end traverses to the right. Thus, the slope of R[0] will increase by a0 ai , i.e.,
k = k + a0 ai , where a0 ai is the area overlap between s0 and si .
Since the on-period may fall on the boundary of the cycle, we let s0 .end traverse
from 0 to l, and count the coverage redundancy R[0] over the range [−b0 , l]. Because
each crucial point corresponds to one of the above four cases and s0 has N (0)
neighbors, there are 4 ∗ N (0) crucial points, denoted as Pj , j = 1...4N [0]. Adding
two points s0 .end = 0 and s0 .end = l, denoted as P0 , P4N [0]+1 , there are total
4N [0] + 2 crucial points. Since the slope k only changes at the crucial points, the
relationship between R[0] and s0 .end can be presented by a piecewise curve, as
seen from Fig. 2.3. Note that some crucial points may overlap. For example in
Fig. 2.3, P1 and P2 overlap because s0 .end enters b2 and s0 .start leaves b1 at the
same time; P4 and P5 overlap because s0 .end leaves b2 and s0 .start enters b2 at
the same time. We use R[0][j] to denote the coverage redundancy at Pj and use
k[j] to denote the slope between points Pj and Pj+1 , then we have the following
recursive relationship.

 R[0][j + 1] = R[0][j] + k[j](Pj+1 − Pj )
P
1
a0 ai × s 0 s i .
 R[0][0] = 2

(2.20)

i∈N (0)
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Node 1
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Figure 2.3. An example to illustrate the line traverse algorithm. The piecewise curve
depicts the relationship between R[0] and s[0].end. There are total 14 crucial points, at
which the slope k of the curve changes.

The above recursive relationship shows that the value of R[0] at the current
crucial point can be determined by its value at the previous point and the slope in
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Algorithm 2 Line Traverse Algorithm
Input: Graph G, the schedules of s0 ’s neighbors si , i ∈ N (0);
Output: Node 0’s schedule, s0 .end;
Procedure:
1: enumerate
the set of crucial points in terms of the value of s0 .end, χ = {x|x ∈
P
∪{si .start, si .end, si .start + b0 , si .end + b0 }, x ∈ [0, l]}
i∈N (0)

2: sort the crucial
P set χ in increasing order
P
P
3: R[0][0] = 12
a0 ai × s0 si , P0 = 0, k[0] =
a0 ai −
a0 ai
i∈N (0)

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

i∈A

i∈B

/*the traversal starts at s0 .end = 0. A, B denote the set of neighbors whose on-period spans
across 0 and −b0 (equivalently l − b0 ), respectively.*/
j = 1 /*the index of the crucial point*/
while χ 6= ∅ do
R[0][j] = R[0][j − 1] + k[j − 1](Pj − Pj−1 )
if s0 .end == si .start then
k[j] = k[j − 1] + a0 ai
end if
if s0 .end == si .start + b0 then
k[j] = k[j − 1] − a0 ai
end if
if s0 .end == si .end then
k[j] = k[j − 1] − a0 ai
end if
if s0 .end = si .end + b0 then
k[j] = k[j − 1] + a0 ai
end if
χ = χ − {Pj }, j = j + 1
end while
R[0][i] = R[0][0] /*the traversal ends at s0 .end = l */
connect the neighboring points piecewise by lines
select the optimal s0 .end with the minimum R[0]

between. For example in Fig. 2.3, initially at P0 , s0 .end = 0, R[0] = 21 a0 ai × s0 s1
and k[0] = −a0 a1 . As s0 .end moves right, R[0] decreases linearly until it hits P1 . At
P1 , s0 .end enters b2 and s0 .start leaves b2 , so the slope k increases by (a0 a1 + a0 a2 ).
Then R[0] begins to increase linearly with k[1] = −a0 a1 + a0 a1 + a0 a2 = a0 a2 until
it reaches P2 . Similarly, as s0 .end continues to move right, the value of k varies at
the subsequent crucial points. When s0 .end arrives at P13 , the value of R[0] over
the whole range of [0, l] can be obtained, after which the same cycle is repeated.
With all the values of R[0] at different points, the minimum R[0] and its corresponding s0 .end can be identified. In Fig. 2.3, at P1 , P2 , where s0 .end = b0 /2,
R[0] = 0 is the minimum. In this case, s0 .end = b0 /2 is the only optimal schedule. However, in other cases, it is possible that the minimum R[0] is achieved
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at multiple s0 .end. Then, we can break the tie arbitrarily and pick any optimal
s0 .end.
The complexity of Line Traverse Algorithm is only O(d), where d is the node
degree. Suppose a node has d neighbors, then there are at most 4 ∗ d + 2 crucial points to be examined, and at each point only linear algebraic operation is
performed.

2.4.2

Convergence Property

In our distributed algorithm, each node locally optimizes its own schedule as long
as its schedule does not remain locally optimal. Since altering a node’s schedule
can affect the redundancy of its neighbors, the schedule adjustment at different
nodes may conflict with each other and the adjustment process may never end. For
example, if two neighboring nodes adjust their own schedules at the same time,
they may not be aware that their neighbor’s schedule has been changed and cannot
achieve local optimality. Next, we provide guidelines to guarantee that each node
can converge to its local optimality.
Theorem 4. Given a graph G and arbitrary schedules, a distributed algorithm will
terminate in a finite number of steps and after termination each node’s schedule
will converge to the local optimality, if
• no neighboring nodes optimize their schedules at the same time
• each node’s local adjustment continues as long as its local objective can be
improved for at least a predefined threshold δ.
Proof. First, we want to show that if the local objective improves (i.e., the redundancy at a node decreases), the global pair-wise redundancy will improve
as well (i.e., the total redundancy decreases). Without loss of generality, supP
a0 ai × s0 si ,
pose a node s0 optimizes its local schedule. Because R[0] =
i∈N (0)
P
we have ∆R[0] =
∆R[i]. Further because the sum of the local redundancy is Rs =

n
P
i=1

i∈N (0)

R[i], we have ∆Rs = ∆R[0] +

P

∆R[i]. It is followed that

i∈N (0)

∆Rs = 2∆R[0], which shows that each time the local objective at s0 is improved
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by ∆R[0], Rs is improved by 2∆R[0]. Second, it can be shown that the global pairn
P
P
ai aj × min{bi , bj }, where ai , aj and
wise redundancy is bounded, i.e., Rs ≤
i=1 j∈N (i)

bi , bj are constant values. Therefore, the algorithm could terminate after a finite
number of steps if the stated conditions are satisfied, where the threshold δ could
be set arbitrarily small to approximate the local optimal point.

2.4.3

Distributed Protocol Design

Theorem 4 tells us that for a distributed protocol to converge, all three conditions
have to be satisfied. Before presenting our distributed protocol, let’s see two simple
algorithms.
• Random Algorithm: each node generates a random schedule individually.
• Serial Optimization Algorithm: each node first generates a random schedule,
based on which the schedule is locally optimized one by one. This serial
optimization process is repeated until no improvement can be made beyond
the predefined threshold δ.
Each of the above algorithms has its pros and cons. The random algorithm is
simple, distributed and has no message complexity. It can serve as a baseline for
comparison. The serial optimization algorithm uses the Line Traversal Algorithm
as a functional module to ensure that every node can achieve its local optimality, but it is centralized. In addition, for the serial algorithm to converge, many
iterations are needed until no improvement can be made. Therefore, the serial
algorithm takes a long time to terminate.
To retain the merit of the serial algorithm and remedy its weakness, we propose a parallel optimization protocol (POP). The basic idea of POP is to let many
nodes locally optimize their schedules (using Line Traversal Algorithm) in parallel, so that it can converge much faster than the serial algorithm. According to
Theorem 4, a set of non-neighboring nodes can adjust their own schedules simultaneously without causing any conflict. From the algorithmic point of view, to
search for such set of non-neighboring nodes is equivalent to find an Independent
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Figure 2.4. An example to illustrate the POP protocol

Set [13], which is defined as a subset of nodes among which there is no edge between any two nodes. The set is a maximal independent set (MIS) if no more edges
can be added to generate a bigger independent set. To find the MIS, each node
independently determines whether it belongs to the set by comparing its weight
with its neighbors. If it has the best weight in the neighborhood, it elects itself as
belonging to the set, and then no other neighbors can be chosen. In general the
algorithm can be denoted as M IS(weight, criteria), where the weight can be id,
degree, energy, etc., and the criteria can be either smallest or largest. The criteria
is used to interpret the meaning of best weight, i.e., the smallest or the largest.
Algorithm II lists the pseudo code of the POP protocol which can be implemented in a distributed manner. For clarity of presentation, we first introduce
the protocol in a centralized manner, and then give guidance to its distributed
operation. Initially, all nodes are unlabeled. Then, each node individually determines whether it belongs to the MIS by comparing its weight with the neighbors.
The labeled nodes locally optimize their schedules, after which the MIS algorithm
will continue to run among the remaining unlabeled nodes. We term the time
a round if during this period a MIS is found and local optimization is executed
in parallel at the nodes of the MIS. Several rounds comprise an iteration during
which the coalition of the MIS elected can have all the nodes labeled. The MIS
algorithm continues to run round after round and iteration after iteration until no
improvements can be made to any node’s schedule.
At the end of an iteration, all nodes’ labels are removed and a new iteration
starts with the criteria reversed, i.e., “smallest” becomes “largest” and vice versa.
Therefore, the iterations alternate between the increasing and decreasing order of
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weight in executing the MIS algorithm. The criteria is reversed to facilitate the
distributed operation, so that the nodes belonging to the MIS in the last round of
previous iteration can start a new iteration.
Algorithm 3 parallel optimization algorithm
Input: a graph G(N, E)
Output: the local optimal schedule of each node, i.e., si .end, i = 1...n
Procedure:
1: each node generates a random schedule independently
2: discover neighbors and exchange the schedule with each other
3: initialize improve = T hreshold, criteria = smallest, weight = id
4: while improve ≥ T hreshold do
5:
unlabel all the nodes /*start a new iteration*/
6:
while there are still nodes unlabeled do
7:
/*start a new round*/
8:
run distributed algorithm M IS(weight, criteria)
9:
run local optimization algorithm (i.e., line traversal algorithm) for each node of MIS,
record improve
10:
end while
11:
if criteria == smallest then
12:
criteria = largest
13:
else
14:
criteria = smallest
15:
end if
16: end while

Fig. 2.4 shows an example. In the first round, after M IS(id, smallest) is executed, nodes s1 , s3 , s4 which have the smallest id among its neighbors, are selected
to form a MIS and optimize their schedules simultaneously without conflict. Then,
the MIS algorithm is executed for two more rounds among the remaining nodes,
during which the MIS obtained in the second and third round consists of s2 and
s5 respectively. So far all the nodes are labeled, so the first iteration ends. After that, nodes are unlabeled again and the second iteration starts. The algorithm
M IS(id, largest) is executed with the criteria reversed, so that s5 (with the largest
id among its neighbors) can initiate the second iteration. Similar to the first iteration, three rounds are needed in both the second and the third iteration. Note
that the last round of the previous iteration coincides with the first round of the
current iteration because their respective MIS is the same and there is no need
to optimize the schedule of the same MIS twice. Overall, 7 rounds are needed for
nodes to adjust their schedules in three iterations. This is much faster than the
serial algorithm which needs 5 × 3 = 15 rounds.
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It is straightforward to make Algorithm II distributed. Since both the MIS
algorithm and the local optimization algorithm are distributed, the issue here
is to let each node know when to elect itself to the MIS, when to start a new
iteration with the reversed criteria, and when to terminate. To achieve this,
we define a control packet in the format of msg(id, criteria, schedule). After a
node elects itself as belonging to the MIS and adjusts its schedule, it broadcasts
msg(id, criteria, schedule) to its neighbors. If the criteria is the “smallest” (or
“largest”), the neighbors with the larger (or smaller) id will have the sender labeled, and check the sender’s schedule to see whether it has changed. After a MIS
is elected, all the nodes in the MIS will be labeled by their neighbors. Therefore,
at least one unlabeled node’s id will become the smallest (or largest) among the
remaining unlabeled neighbors and thus eligible to adjust its own schedule.
To start a new iteration, the criteria needs to be reversed. If a elected node
finds itself to be the last node among its neighbors to be elected, it will realize
that it is his responsibility to reverse the criteria, and start a new iteration by
broadcasting an updated message. When other nodes receive the message with
the reversed criteria for the first time, they will realize that a new iteration starts,
so the labels of their neighbors are reset. A timer is set to control the termination
of the algorithm at each node. If the node cannot improve its schedule beyond the
predefined threshold δ after a few more iterations, it will exist and start using the
calculated schedule.
The message complexity of the POP protocol is O(n), which grows linearly
with the number of nodes. This is because each node in each iteration broadcasts
two messages: one is to exchange the id, criteria and schedule in the beginning,
while the other is to announce its labeled status after being selected to the MIS.
Therefore, the message complexity of each node is O(2T ), where T is the number
of iterations required for the protocol to terminate. According to our experiments
in Section 2.5, T is a small constant with the typical parameter setting, e.g., T ≤ 5
when δ = 1, n ≤ 500 and battery/network lifetime ratio is 51 .
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2.4.4

Discussions and Future Work

In this chapter, we assume the disk sensing model is used where the sensing range is
modeled by a disk and a point is covered if and only if it falls within the sensing disk
of one of the sensors. While the disk model provides valuable high-level guidelines,
it may not accurately reflect the performance in reality. Recently, some researchers
start to investigate the impact of link irregularity and the corresponding non-disk
model on the performance of the sensor networks [14], [15], [16, 17]. For example,
the work in [16] employ a empirical approach to estimate the sensing range. A
probability model is used in [17] to depict the coverage property of the sensor
network where the coverage probability of a point depends on the distance from
the monitoring sensors.
To adapt the POP protocol to the non-disk model, we can leave the big framework intact but change the method to calculate the local coverage redundancy.
The algorithm still executes in iterations, but during each iteration each node calculates the pair-wise coverage redundancy based on the specific non-disk model.
Taking the probability model as an example, the local coverage redundancy of
P R 2π R w
node s0 can be calculated by R[0] =
P (ρ, θ) × s0 si , as compared
θ=0 ρ=0
i∈N (0)
P
with R[0] =
a0 ai × s0 si in the disk model. The new calculation is based
i∈N (0)

on the polar coordinate system, with the middle point of the line connecting the
pair-wise neighboring sensors as the pole. In particular, P (ρ, θ) is the coverage
probability calculated based on the specific model, w =

√

4r 2 −d2 sin θ2 −d cos θ
2

and s0 si

follows Eqn. 2.19. In general, extension of the coverage property to the non-disk
model is still an open issue in many situations. We leave the complete design and
evaluation to the future work.
Another issue worth of further investigation is the connectivity property of the
sensor network. Although in this chapter we consider network lifetime as a constraint and connectivity is not our focus, achieving continuous connectivity is still
valuable for the data delivery. It has been proved that when the communication
range is at least twice the sensing range, the full coverage implies the connectivity of the sensor network [4]. However, in our work we study the scenario where
the sensors may not be sufficient enough to sustain both coverage and lifetime, so
sometimes coverage has to be traded for lifetime, resulting in the partial coverage.
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As far as we know, the condition under which the connectivity can be achieved in
the partially covered sensor network is still an open issue. Although we did not
solve it in this work, we point out this is an interesting issue for the future research and have proposed a remedy solution in our previous work [18]. In [18], we
design a new set of routing protocols for the data delivery over the intermittently
connected network. In an intermittently connected network, the network may not
be physically connected at all instants, but the data can still be delivered to the
destination in a store-and-forward fashion.

2.5

Performance Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed POP protocol. In the
simulation, n sensors are randomly deployed in a 10×10 square area, with n varying
from 100 to 500. The sensing range is 1 unless otherwise specified. We specifically examine the scenario where the coverage and lifetime requirement cannot be
satisfied at the same time. For example, when n = 500 and the battery/network
lifetime ratio is 52 , the full coverage cannot be maintained throughout the network
lifetime using the algorithm in [4]. Both homogeneous and heterogeneous battery
states are considered. In the homogeneous case, every node has the same battery/network lifetime ratio ν, but in heterogeneous case νi is a random variable
uniformly distributed in [ν/2, 3ν/2] with ν as the average ratio. The experiments
are done over a customized C++ simulator.
Three schemes are evaluated, namely, random, serial, and POP, in terms of
coverage redundancy, convergence time, and event detection probability. As the
global coverage/coverage redundancy is infeasible to compute, we use the sum of
local coverage redundancy as an approximation. The randomized event is considered whose location of occurrence is uniformly distributed in time and space, and
whose length of occurrence e is normalized as the event/cycle ratio, i.e.

e
.
l

The

event detection probability is calculated by simulating 1000 randomized events.
To compare with the existing schemes, we implement an extended version of
the Coverage Configuration Protocol (CCP), which is shown to outperform other
schemes in most of the scenarios [4]. While the objective of the original CCP is to
select the minimum number of sensors to provide the full coverage, we extended
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it to a continuously operational case where the sensor node may die of limited
battery. After a sensor dies, each sleeping sensor needs to decide whether it should
be activated to remedy the coverage hole based on the eligibility rule in [4]. We
evaluate CCP in terms of coverage redundancy and network lifetime. The network
lifetime is defined as the period during which half of the nodes fail.

2.5.1

Determine The Optimization Threshold δ
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Figure 2.5. Relationship between the coverage redundancy and δ (homogeneous)
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Figure 2.6. Relationship between the convergence time and δ (homogeneous)

δ is the threshold of improvement made at each step. It determines how accu-
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rate the algorithm can approach the local optimality and how fast the algorithm
can converge. From Figs. 2.5, 2.6, it can be seen that δ affects the coverage redundancy and the convergence time in different ways. As δ increases, the redundancy
will rise but the convergence time goes down. In other words, the objectives of
redundancy and convergence time conflict with each other from the perspective of
δ. To make the coverage redundancy better, a smaller δ should be used, but to
improve the convergence time, a larger δ should be employed. To balance coverage
redundancy and convergence time, we set δ to be 1 in the following experiments.

2.5.2

Comparing POP With Other Schemes
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of coverage redundancy (homogeneous)

Figs. 2.7, 2.8 show that the number of nodes n and the on-period/network
lifetime ratio ν affect the system performance in a similar way. Both coverage
redundancy and convergence time increase as more sensors are deployed or as
larger on-periods are used. In terms of redundancy, serial and POP have similar performance, and both outperform the random algorithm substantially. The
improvement gradually decreases as the number of nodes increases. For instance,
the performance improvement is over 100% when n = 200 but reduces to about
80% when n = 400. This is because as more sensors are deployed, it is more likely
that the random algorithm can produce a relatively good schedule. In terms of
convergence time, POP is much faster than the serial algorithm because parallel
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optimizations can take place at the same time. As shown in Fig. 2.8, irrespective of the number of nodes, the convergence time of POP is only

1
10

of the serial

algorithm.
Figs. 2.9, 2.10 compare the different schemes in terms of event detection probability. In Fig. 2.9 the X-axis corresponds to the number of nodes, and in Fig. 2.10
the X-axis corresponds to the event/cycle ratio. It can be observed that for all the
schemes the detection probability increases as the number of nodes increases. The
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initial detection probability is below 50% when n = 100 but gradually approaches
1 as n increases to 500. Another observation is that the detection probability also
increases as the length of event increases. This can be understood since the longer
the event persists the easier it should be detected. Among the different schemes,
the serial algorithm and POP has almost the same performance, both of which
outperform the random algorithm. The improvement is about 15% in terms of
event detection probability.
Figs. 2.7, 2.8 study the performance of homogeneous cases. The same trend
exists in the heterogeneous case as shown in Figs. 2.11, 2.12.
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Figs. 2.13, 2.14 compare the proposed schemes with CCP. In Fig. 2.13, it is
shown that CCP is not able to meet the lifetime requirement in the scenarios
simulated. However, as more sensors are deployed, it can support a longer network
lifetime. For example, when n = 600 it maintains almost 90% of the required
lifetime with the full coverage. By contrast, the randomized algorithm and POP
divide network lifetime into cycles and within each cycle the locations of their “on”
periods are different. Therefore, both the algorithms bear the lifetime constraint
in mind and can satisfy the lifetime requirement regardless of the node density,
as seen in Fig. 2.13. In Fig. 2.14, it is shown that CCP’s coverage redundancy is
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consistently larger than that of POP. Compared with the randomized algorithm,
the performance of POP is close to the randomized algorithm when the number of
sensors is small, but substantially improves as more sensors are deployed. This is
because when sensor node density becomes larger, the network lifetime will increase
(as shown in Fig. 2.13), then the coverage redundancy will reduce as a result.

2.6

Related Work

The sensor coverage problem has been extensively studied in the literature. Depending on the subject covered, most existing works can be classified into area
coverage, point coverage, and barrier coverage [2]. In terms of area coverage,
many works focus on how to select the minimum number of sensors to preserve
the coverage degree (e.g., 1-degree or k -degree) [3, 4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 21], but they
provide no network lifetime guarantee. In [22], a centralized scheduling algorithm
is proposed to sequentially activate the sensor cover and guarantees a O(logn)
factor of the maximum network lifetime, where n is the total number of nodes.
Further in [23], a distributed scheduling algorithm is proposed which achieves a
O(logn ∗ lognB) performance factor, where B is the upper bound of the initial
battery. Besides coverage requirement, the connectivity property also attracts lots
of research attention. For example, when the coverage requirement can be satisfied, the conditions to achieve the communication connectivity have been derived
in [4, 24]. When the coverage requirement cannot be satisfied all the time, e.g.,
in presence of partial coverage, there are routing protocols proposed in [18] to ensure the delivery of the data to the sink in the store-and-forward fashion over the
intermittent link.
The model of point coverage is studied in [25, 1], with the objective to maximize
the network lifetime when only a given set of targets needs to be covered. The
model is NP-hard in general, so some greedy heuristics are proposed based on
the linear programming relaxation [25]. But with the assumption that one sensor
covers only one target a time, the optimal schedule can be derived based on the
technique of matrix decomposition [1]. In the special case, each target to be covered
is the sensor node itself, e.g., in the scenario of network monitoring. In [26, 27],
distributed algorithms are proposed to construct the monitoring architecture for
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sensor networks where sensor nodes can monitor each other within a predefined
communication range.
The concept of barrier coverage is first proposed by [28], with the objective to
minimize the probability of undetected penetration through the barrier. In [29],
a global algorithm is proposed to determine whether a region is k-barrier covered.
Although it has been proved that given a sensor deployment, sensors cannot locally
determine whether the deployment provides global barrier coverage, a distributed
algorithm is proposed based on the concept of local barrier coverage [30] assuming
the intruders move along restricted crossing paths in rectangular areas. Later, the
restriction on crossing paths is removed in [31, 32] where the barrier construction
algorithm is proposed when the sensors are deployed according to a poison point
process [31] or along a line [32].
There also exist other coverage models for specific applications. For example,
trap coverage [33] is used to bound the diameter of the coverage holes; surface
model [34] is proposed for the coverage of complex surface in the 3-D space; double
mobility model [35] is used to cover the sea surfaces; alpha coverage model [36] is
designed for the vehicular internet access.
While all of the above works treat the lifetime as objective, we consider the
network lifetime as a constraint and aim to schedule each sensor’s on-period to minimize the total spatial-temporal coverage redundancy. This reverse formulation is
especially useful for mission-driven sensor networks, where the network lifetime
may have higher priority over coverage and the pre-deployed resources may not
meet the changing mission requirements all the time. Thus our work is complementary to the existing works, which can apply when the sensor node density is
sufficient to provide the preferred coverage degree for a specified length of time.
There are other application-driven scheduling algorithms, e.g., for minimum
latency routing [37, 38, 39], target tracking [40, 41, 42, 43], event detection [44], and
throughput optimization [45]. All these works support only a single mission and do
not treat network lifetime as the objective or constraint. By contrast, our objective
is to maximize the spatial-temporal coverage with the network lifetime as the
constraint. Our model is different from the traditional maximum coverage problem
in the spatial domain, which is known to have a (1 − 1/e)-approximation bound
[12]. This is because in the spatial-temporal domain, we not only need to select
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sensors but also need to determine their corresponding schedules in a continuous
cycle. Therefore, the (1 − 1/e) ratio cannot be applied here. By contrast, we
model the spatial-temporal coverage as a vector and propose a 12 -approximation
algorithm for our problem.

2.7

Conclusions

As mission-driven sensor networks usually have stringent lifetime requirement,
sometimes coverage has to be traded for network lifetime. In this chapter, we
studied how to schedule sensor active time to maximize the spatial-temporal coverage while meeting the lifetime constraint. While the optimization of the global
objective is NP-hard, we have proposed both centralized and distributed algorithms with low complexity. It was proved that the centralized algorithm has an
approximation ratio of 21 , and the distributed parallel optimization protocol (POP)
can ensure each node to converge to local optimality without conflict with each
other. The computational complexity of POP is only O(d) per node, where d is the
maximum node degree, and its message complexity is O(n), which is linear with
the number of nodes. Theoretical and simulation results showed that POP substantially outperforms other schemes in terms of coverage redundancy, convergence
time, network lifetime and event detection probability.

Chapter

3

Multi-Target Defense in Landmine
Networks
3.1

Introduction

Traditional landmines are commonly triggered by the pressure of the moving target
(e.g., tank, vehicle, personnel) that steps on it. However, there are cases where the
ground surface is not suitable to bury the mine or the mine needs to be triggered
by the target within a certain distance. In these cases, the pressure-triggered mine
can no longer be used or bring optimal performance. In addition, the traditional
landmines lack of self-destruction capability and may linger as a threat for a long
time, causing the postwar disposal issue. Therefore, many ongoing efforts have
focused on developing the off-route mines that could be triggered by means such
as sound, magnetism and vibration, so that the mine could detonate even when it
is not touched. As far as we know, the work in [46] is the only published effort to
achieve this goal by integrating the latest sensor technology [47] into the landmine
design (so called smart-mine). In agreement with [46], we believe that the marriage
with sensor technology could bring new opportunities and even revolutionize the
entire mine industry. While [46] mainly focuses on the single sensor-enabled mine
design, in this chapter we take one step further and investigate the networking
opportunities that the sensor technology can bring to the next generation landmine.
Research in the impact engineering [7, 8, 9, 10] shows that the destructive effect
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of a mine explosion on a target depends on many factors such as the type/model
of the target and mine, the distance between the target and mine, etc. In this
regard, the sensor technology fills the gap between the mine industry and impact
engineering by providing information crucial for decision making. With the embedded sensor, a mine is able to detect, classify the target, or even measure the
distance from the target. By forming a smart-mine network, different mines can
further exchange status information with each other, thus reaching agreement on
a globally efficient strategy. Fig. 3.1(a) shows a small smart-mine network of 2
targets and 5 smart-mines, where the link indicates whether the target is within
the explosion range of the mine. Based on the sensed distance information, each
mine can estimate the blast impact on its neighboring target. Then different mines
could exchange the information with one another and collaboratively decide who
need to be triggered. For example, if mine 1 is close enough to disable both targets, the other mines do not have to be triggered; otherwise, more mines need to
participate.
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Figure 3.1. (a) A small smart-mine network, with the square denoting the targets, and
the circle denoting the smart-mine. (b) the corresponding bucket-tub model, with the
bucket set denoting the mine and the empty tub denoting the target.

In this chapter, we formulate the detonable mine selection problem based on
two observations. First, as a single mine may not be powerful enough to destroy
a single target, multiple mines may be used. Second, if several targets are within
the explosion scope of a mine, one explosion could destroy multiple targets at the
same time. Therefore, we need to consider the effects of multiple explosions on one
target as well as the effect of single explosion on multiple targets. Our objective is
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to minimize the total cost of mines (i.e., the number of mines if each mine has the
same cost) subject to the constraint that all the targets should be destroyed with
a predefined probability. For example in Fig. 3.1(a), the objective is to select a
minimum number of mines to destroy the two targets with a given probability. To
resolve this problem, there are several challenges. For example, how to quantify
the destructive effect of the mine explosion on a target, how to set the criteria
based on which different mines are picked, and how to find a way to let different
smart-mines to negotiate with each other.
To address these challenges, we employ the results in impact engineering and
calculate the collaborative effect of multiple explosions. Due to the complexity of
the formulation, we transform the problem using a novel bucket-tub model and
prove that it is NP-hard. Based on the new problem formulation, we propose two
classes of approximation algorithms, i.e., greedy algorithm and layering algorithm.
It is proved that the layering algorithm can achieve an approximation ratio of α · f ,
where α ≥ 1 is the tunable relaxation factor and f is the maximum number of
mines that a target is associated with. In other words, the cost of the layering
algorithm is bounded by α · f times the minimum cost of the optimal solution.
P
The greedy algorithm is shown to have an approximation ratio of j Rj , where
Rj is the coefficient in the related integer program. To facilitate different mines to
negotiate with each other in a distributed manner, we also present a local greedy
algorithm, which produces the same solution set as the global greedy algorithm.
By using parallel operations, the algorithm execution time can be significantly
reduced.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section II overviews the related
work. Section III formulates the problem and transforms it using a novel buckettub model. Section IV proposes the greedy algorithm and layering algorithm, and
proves their approximation ratios. Section V shows how to implement the greedy
algorithm in a distributed manner. Performance evaluations are done in Section
VI and Section VII concludes the chapter.
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3.2

Related Work

The recent advance in wireless sensor networks has brought new challenges and
horizons to many fields. In [46, 48], there are some ongoing efforts to integrate
the sensor into the military weapon system, with the purpose to improve the
military performance and reduce the civilian casualties. In [48], a sensor networkbased mobile countersniper system is introduced. Their purpose is to use soldierwearable networked sensors to localize the shooter and classify the weapons. In
[46], The authors discuss the feasibility of sensor-enabled landmine, so called smartmine. Compared with the traditional landmine, the smart-mine has distinguished
features such as the target discernment, ability to talk to the neighboring mine,
and self destruction after the war ceases. Different from [46], which mainly focus on
the feasible design of a single smart-mine, we investigate the advantage of forming
a sensor network and study how to minimize the landmine cost.
In the field of impact engineering, numerous research has been carried out to
study the effect of the buried mine explosion. Depending on the types of targets,
these works fall into several categories. In [9, 10], the authors study the blast
injury on human. It is shown that the distance between a person and the bomb
is one of the major factors in determining the survival probability. On the other
hand, predicting the blast effect on the armed vehicles or tanks has also received
lots of attentions in recent years. Many mathematical and experimental results
about the deformation or failure of a calmed plate subject to the explosive loading
are reported [7, 8]. There are a variety of models and each model uses different
criteria to describe the failure modes, mental properties, soil condition, mine characteristics, rupture strain, etc. In all the models, the standoff distance from the
explosion point plays an important role in determining the blast impact on the
vehicles or tanks.
In this chapter, we make the first attempt to fill the gap between the mine
industry and the impact engineering by formulating the detonable mine selection
problem. With the explosion scope mapped to the sensing range, our problem
looks alike the sensor coverage problem, whose objective is to select the minimum
number of sensors to cover the whole field [4, 5, 24, 18]. However, the existing
techniques cannot be simply applied, because most work on coverage assumes a
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disk-model, where a point is thought 100% covered if it is within the sensing disk
of a sensor. The simplified assumption makes the problem tractable but may not
be realistic. There is also some recent work based on the probability coverage
model [17]. However, in their work it is assumed that the sensors are densely
deployed (i.e., each point is covered by at least three sensors), and the coverage
probability of each point can be pre-computed independent of the targets. Besides
the economic issue of deploying a smart-mine network with high density, it is
infeasible to compute the target’s survival probability before the targets enter
the field. Thus, decision has to be made on the fly after a intruder is detected,
classified, and localized.

3.3

Problem Formulation

We consider a defense scenario where m intruders (targets) enter a field with n
smart-mines. Each smart-mine relies on the embedded sensors to cooperate with
each other to detect, classify, and localize the targets. By employing the results in
impact engineering, each mine is assumed to be able to estimate the consequence
of explosion on the intruding target. Following some literatures [9, 10], we use
the metric of failure probability to quantitatively measure the blast impact. The
failure probability reflects the chance that the target fails to function properly
after the explosion due to the consequence such as personnel casualty, flat tire, or
the tearing of the plate. For example, Fig. 3.2(a) shows the ESTC outdoor blast
model [9], where the failure probability (P ) of the intruder is a function of range
and quantity of explosives. Fig. 3.2(b) further depicts the relationship between the
failure probability and standoff distance, when Q = 8 kilograms.
There are also other models available based on the metric of deformation factor,
which describes the concrete degree of the plate deformation that the explosive
force has caused to the metal-made targets such as tank and armored vehicle. We
leave its study to the future work.
We assume the distance between each target and mine is known, e.g., via
GPS or other localization schemes [49]. With the known distance, the failure
probability of the target can be estimated, e.g., via the mathematical model [9]
or experiential model [10]. With these assumptions, the detonable mine selection
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Figure 3.2. the ESTC outdoor blast model (Q = 8 kilogram)

problem (minMS) is formalized as follows.
Given a smart-mine network with n mines and m targets, a failure based blast
model, a set of probabilities σj , j = 1...m, we want to select the minimum-cost
subset of mines such that each target j can be destroyed with a probability beyond
σj .
The minMS problem can be expressed in the form of integer program.

Min C =

n
X

ci xi

(3.1)

xi (1 − σij ) ≥ σj , ∀j

(3.2)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1...n

(3.3)

ci ≥ 0, i = 1...n

(3.4)

0 ≤ σij , σj ≤ 1, i, j = 1...n

(3.5)

i=1

ST: 1 −

n
Y
i=1

In the above model, ci , σij , σj are given variables, where ci is the cost of mine
i, σij is the failure probability of target j due to the explosion of mine i, and σj is
the threshold probability of target j. xi is the indicator variable to be determined.
xi = 1 if mine i is selected; xi = 0 otherwise. The purpose of the optimization is to
determine the variables xi to minimize the total cost C subject to the constraints
2-5. Constraint 2 states that the failure probability of target j resulted from the
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aggregated blasts should exceed σj .
Constraint 3.2 can be transformed by applying the logarithmic operation. let
vij = −log2 (1 − σij ), rj = −log2 (1 − σj ), then Constraint 3.2 becomes
X

vij =

n
X

xi vij ≥ rj , ∀j

(3.6)

i=1

{i|xi =1}

Based on this transformation, the following theorem gives the hardness result.
Theorem 5. The problem of minMS is NP-hard.
Proof. The problem of minMS can be proved to be NP-hard via a reduction from
the set-cover problem [11], which can be stated as follows. Given a universe U =
{e1 , ..., en } of n elements, a collection of subsets of U , S = {s1 , ..., sk }, where the
cost of subset si is ci , i = 1...k, find a minimum cost subcollection of S that coves
all elements of U .
To see the reduction, let σij =

1
2

if mine i covers target j, and σij = 0 otherwise.

Then vij = 1 if mine i covers target j, and vij = 0 otherwise. Further let σj = 21 ,
P
then rj = 1. Then Constraint 3.6 becomes
xi ≥ 1, ∀ej . With mine mapped
{i|ej ∈si }

to the set and target mapped to the element, this is equivalent to say that for any
element ej , at least one set that covers ej is chosen, which is exactly the constraint
of the set cover problem. Therefore, the set-cover problem can be reduced to a
special case of minMS problem. Since the set cover problem is known NP-hard,
the minMS problem is also NP-hard.
The transformation not only helps establish the hardness result, but also provides us with a new perspective to view the minMS problem. While the original
Constraint 3.2 involves the multiplicative operation, which is complicated to solve,
we transform it to Constraint 3.6 after applying the logarithm operation, which
only needs additive operation. This motivates us to design a bucket-tub model to
solve the minMS problem based on the transformed constraint.
In the bucket-tub model, the whole network is represented by a bipartite graph,
with the mines on the left and the targets on the right. Each mine i is modeled as
a set of buckets each of which can supply vij = −log2 (1 − σij ) volume of water to
target j, and each target j is modeled as an empty bucket which can hold up to
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rj = −log2 (1 − σj ) volume of water. The link between mine i and target j can be
seen as the channel through which the water could flow from the buckets to the
tubs. Then the problem becomes how to find the minimum-cost subset of bucket
sets on the mine side to fill up the empty tubs on the target side.
The following notations are defined for the bucket-tub model, and used throughout the chapter.
• si : bucket set i.
• S: the collection of bucket sets, i.e., S = {si |i = 1...n}.
• tj : tub j.
• T : the collection of tubs, i.e., T = {tj |j = 1...m}.
• vij : the volume of water in si available for tub tj .
• vi : the total volume of water in si , i.e., vi =

m
P

vij .

j=1

• rj : the residue space of tub tj .
• ci : the cost of bucket set si .
In the bucket-tub model, vij = −log2 (1 − σij ), rj = −log2 (1 − σj ), where σij
and σj are the parameters of the original problem. Without loss of generality, it
is assumed that vij ≤ rj (otherwise, we can reduce vij to rj without affecting the
n
P
result), and
vij ≥ rj (otherwise, the requirement of the tub tj can never be
satisfied).

i=1

Fig. 3.1(b) shows the bucket-tub graph corresponding to Fig. 3.1(a). Each mine
is modeled by a set of buckets and each target is modeled by an empty tub. Each
bucket can provide via , vib volume of water to the tub ta and tb , whose residue
space is ra , rb , respectively. The purpose is to select the minimum-cost bucket sets
to fill the tubs ta , tb with water. In general, the problem can be reformulated using
the bucket-tub model as follows:
Given a bipartite graph G(S, T ), where S = {si |i = 1...n}, T = {tj |j = 1...m},
together with the parameters vij , rj , ci , i = 1...n, j = 1...m, we want to find the
n
P
minimum-cost subcollection of bucket sets to fill all the tubs, i.e.,
xi vij ≥ rj , ∀j.
i=1
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The new problem formulation could help us avoid the complex form of the original formulation and motivates our design of the algorithms based on the bucket-tub
model in the next section.

3.4

Algorithms and Their Performance Bound

In this section, we present two approximation algorithms based on the buckettub model, i.e., greedy algorithm, layering algorithm, and prove their performance
bound. We use Sgre , Slay to denote the solution set produced by each algorithm,
and use GRE, LAY to denote their corresponding cost, respectively. For example,
P
for the greedy algorithm GRE =
ci . Here, the subscript takes the form of
si ∈Sgre

si ∈ Sgre as an abbreviation of {i|si ∈ Sgre }, and the same form of abbreviation
will be applied in the remainder of the chapter.

3.4.1

Greedy Algorithm

Algorithm 4 Greedy Algorithm
Input: a bucket-tub graph G(S, T )
Output: a subcollection of bucket sets and its cost, i.e., Sgre and GRE
Procedure:
1: Sgre = ∅
2: while T 6= ∅ do
3:
calculate ei = vcii for each si , i = 1...n.
4:
pick the most effective set sk with ek = minei , i.e., Sgre = Sgre + {sk }.
5:
/*update rj and vij of the remaining bucket sets and tubs*/
6:
for (j ∈ {j|vkj > 0})
7:
rj = max(rj − vkj , 0)
8:
for (i ∈ {i|vij > 0})
9:
vij = min(vij , rj )
10:
end for
11:
end for
12:
remove any tub whose residue space is 0, i.e., T = T − {tj |rj = 0}.
13:
remove any bucket set whose connected tubs are all full, i.e., S = S − {si |vi = 0}.
14: end while
15: Output Sgre and GRE.

The greedy algorithm is executed in iterations. During each iteration, it picks
the most cost-effective bucket set, and fills its water to the connected tubs. We
m
P
use ei to denote the average cost of si , which is defined as ei = ci /
vij = ci /vi .
j=1
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Then the most cost-effective set is the set with the minimum average cost. Each
time a set sk is chosen, rj and vij need to be updated (as in line 6-11 of Algorithm
1). The whole process is then repeated iteration after iteration, until all the tubs
become full. The pseudo code is summarized in Algorithm 1 .
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Figure 3.3. An example of the greedy algorithm

Fig. 3.3 uses an example to illustrate the greedy algorithm. There are three
bucket sets and four empty tubs. Each bucket set has cost 1, with the volume
size and residue space as given in Fig. 3.3(a). According to Algorithm 1, in the
first iteration (Fig. 3.3b), s3 is chosen because it is the most effective set, i.e.,
e3 =

1
4+3+2

= 19 . Following that, ri , vij will be updated accordingly. For example,

r3 = 4 − 3 = 1, v23 = min(4, 1) = 1. In the second iteration, s1 is chosen because
e1 =

1
7

< e2 = 31 . Since s1 , s3 together can fill the space of all the tubs (Fig. 3.3c),

the algorithm terminates with the total cost of 2.

3.4.2

Layering Algorithm

As shown in Fig. 3.4(a), the layering algorithm decomposes the given graph
into layers, and each layer is a bucket-tub graph by itself. At each layer, the cost
of any set is no greater than α · emin (k), where α ≥ 1 is the relaxation factor
and emin (k) is the minimum average residue cost at layer k. Denote the graph of
layer k by G(k). Similarly, the same method is used to extend the definition of
other variables. For example, the variables S(k), T (k), ci (k), vij (k), vi (k), rj (k) all
preserve the original definition, but specifically refer to layer k.
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Algorithm 5 Layering Algorithm
Input: a bucket-tub graph G(S, T )
Output:a subcollection of bucket set and its cost, i.e., Slay and LAY
Procedure:
1: k = 0, G(0) = G, S(0) = S, T (0) = T, Slay = ∅
2: RCi (0) = ci , ∀i ∈ {i|si ∈ S}
3: /*decompose graph into layers*/
4: while T (k) 6= ∅ do
5:
identify the zero bucket set Zb (k) = {si (k)|vi (k) = 0}.
6:
S(k + 1) = S(k) − Zb (k).
i (k)
7:
calculate emin (k) = minei (k) = min RC
vi (k) .
8:
pick P (k) = {si |ei (k) ∈ [emin (k), α · emin (k)], α ≥ 1}.
9:
S(k + 1) = S(k) − P (k).
10:
/*update ci , vij , rj of the remaining bucket sets and tubs*/
11:
for (i ∈ {i|si ∈ S(k)})
12:
ci (k) = min(ci (k), α · emin (k) × vi (k))
13:
RCi (k + 1) = RCi (k) − ci (k)
14:
end for
15:
for (j ∈ {j|vlj (k) > 0, sl ∈ P (k)})
16:
rj (k + 1) = max(rj (k) − vlj (k), 0)
17:
for (i ∈ {i|vij (k) > 0})
18:
vij (k + 1) = min(vij (k), rj (k))
19:
end for
20:
end for
21:
identify the zero tub set Zt (k) = {tj |rj (k) = 0}.
22:
T (k + 1) = T (k) − Zt (k).
23:
k = k + 1.
24: end while
L−1
P
25: Output Slay =
P (k) and LAY .
k=0

Algorithm 5 lists the pseudo code of the layering algorithm and Fig. 3.4(a)
shows its illustrative diagram. In the beginning, G(0) = G, S(0) = S, T (0) = T .
Following that, the layers are constructed one after another. For example, G(k +1)
is built upon G(k) as follows. First, remove from S(k) the bucket sets which have
zero volume of water, and use Zs (k) to denote the collection of such sets, i.e.,
k−1
P
Zs (k) = {si |vi (k) = 0, si ∈ S(k)}. Second, define RCi (k) = ci −
ci (l) to be the
residue cost of si at layer k, and ei (k) =

RCi (k)
vi (k)

l=0

to be the average residue cost of si at

i (k)
layer k. Then calculate the minimum average residue cost by emin (k) = mini RC
.
vi (k)

Further identify and pick the collection P (k) = {si |ei (k) ∈ [emin (k), α·emin (k)], α ≥
1}, which are removed from S(k). Then we have S(k + 1) = S(k) − P (k) − Zs (k).
Third, calculate the cost of each bucket set si at layer k, i.e., ci (k) = min(ci (k), α ·
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emin (k) × vi (k)). It is followed that the average residue cost of each set at layer k is
at most α · emin (k). rj (k) and vij (k) are updated in a manner similar to the greedy
algorithm. Finally, remove from T (k) the collection of tubs with zero residue space,
denoted by Zt (k). Then we have T (k + 1) = T (k) − Zt (k). The entire process will
repeat layer after layer until the residue space of all the tubs is filled. Suppose
the graph is decomposed into total L + 1 layers, as shown in Fig. 3.4(a), then the
L−1
P
collection Slay =
P (k) will be the output.
k=0

From the above description, it can be seen that the cost of each bucket set is
decomposed into layers. Suppose a bucket set si stays in the bucket-tub graph
k
P
until layer k, then we have ci =
ci (l). At each layer l, we pick the sets whose
l=0

average residue cost falls below α · emin (l). Therefore, the relaxation factor α
determines how many bucket sets can be chosen per layer. When a larger α is
used, more bucket sets can be chosen at each layer, so the graph is decomposed
into fewer layers and involves less computation overhead. On the other hand, when
α increases, the approximation ratio of the algorithm will increase, as shown in
subsection 3.4.3. Therefore, an appropriate relaxation factor is required to strike
a balance between the computational burden and performance bound.

G(L) Zs(L)
G(L-1) P(L-1) S(L)

G(1) P(1)
G(0) P(0)

S(2)

Zt(L)
Zs(L-1)

Zs(1)

S(1)
S(0)

T(L) Zt(L-1)

T(2)
Zs(0)

(a)

{s1}

Zt(1)

T(1)

Zt(0)

{s3}

Zs(2)={s2}

Zt(2)={t1,t2,t3}

S(2)={s2}

T(2)={t1,t2,t3} {t4}
T(1)={t1,t2,t3,t4}

S(1)={s1,s2}

T(0)

(b)

Figure 3.4. Illustration of the layering algorithm (a) the general case, where a given
graph G is decomposed into L+1 layers. (b) a special case, taking Fig. 3.3 as an example

Fig. 3.4(b) uses the same example of Fig. 3.3 to illustrate the layering algorithm,
assuming α = 1. In the beginning, G(0) = G. P (0) = {s3 } because s3 (0) has
the smallest average residue cost, i.e., emin (0) = e3 (0) =

1
.
9

Zs (0) = ∅. Then

c1 (0) = emin (0) × v1 (0) = 89 , c2 (0) = 79 , and rj , vij is updated in the same way as
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in Fig. 3.3(b). At layer 1, P (1) = {s1 } because emin (1) = e1 (1) =

(1− 98 )
7

=

1
.
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As

seen from Fig. 3.3(b), r4 (1) = 0, thus Zt (1) = {t4 }. Since T (3) = ∅, the graph
is decomposed into three layers, and the algorithm outputs Slay = P (0) + P (1) =
{s1 , s3 }. On the other hand, if we set α = 2, a similar calculation will show that
Slay = {s1 , s2 , s3 } is the output, with only one layer constructed.
Although the layering algorithm looks more complicated than the greedy algorithm, it has the same worst-case computational complexity O(n2 + mn). In
addition, it has a provable approximation ratio that relies only on the relaxation
factor and the maximum number of mines connected with a tub, as shown in the
next subsection.

3.4.3

Performance Bound

In this section, we will establish the performance bound for the layering algorithm
and greedy algorithm. We will first prove that the layering algorithm has an
approximation ratio of α · f , where f is the maximum number of sets/mines that a
tub/target is associated with, and α is the tunable relaxation factor. After that, we
P
will show that the greedy algorithm has an approximation ratio of j Rj , where
Rj is the coefficient in the related integer program.
Lemma 1. In the layering algorithm, given a graph G(k) at layer k, where the
average residue cost of all the bucket sets falls into [emin (k), αemin (k)], α ≥ 1, there
P
is
ci (k) ≤ α · f · OPT(G(k)), where OPT(G(k)) is the cost of the optimal
si ∈S(k)

solution to G(k).
Proof. At layer k, because ei (k) ∈ [emin (k), αemin (k)], there is ci (k) = ei (k) ×
vi (k) ≤ α · emin (k)vi (k). Further because vij ≤ rj , and each tub is connected with
P
P
at most f buckets, there is
vi (k) ≤ f ·
rj (k). In other words, the total
si ∈S(k)

tj ∈T (k)

volume of water that the buckets can provide is no greater than f times the total
space volume of the tubs. Then we have
X
si ∈S(k)

ci (k) ≤ α · f · emin (k)

X

rj (k)

(3.7)

tj ∈T (k)

Use Sopt (k) to denote the collection of bucket sets chosen in the optimal solution
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for G(k). It is followed that the total water provided by the buckets in Sopt (k) can
P
P
fill the tubs in T (k), i.e.,
vi (k) ≥
rj (k). Then we have
si ∈Sopt (k)

tj ∈T (k)

X

OPT(G(k)) =

ci (k) ≥ emin (k) ×

si ∈Sopt (k)

X

rj (k)

(3.8)

tj ∈T (k)

Combining Eqn. 3.7 & 3.8 gives the lemma.

Lemma 2. Suppose S0 denotes an arbitrary solution to G, i.e., the bucket sets in
S0 can collaboratively fill the tubs in G. Then S0 ∩ G(k) is a solution to G(k) in
the layering algorithm.
Proof. Since S is a solution to G, for any tub tj in G,

P

vij ≥ rj . We divide the

si ∈S0

solution S0 in two parts, i.e., S0 = (S0 ∩ G(k)) + (S0 − S0 ∩ G(k)). In the following,
P
we will prove that the collection ( P (l) + S0 ∩ G(k)) is a solution to G. Define
l<k

Q(j) = {si |si ∈ (S0 − S0 ∩ G(k)), vij > 0} for each tj . We want to show that any
P
tub tj associated with Q(j) can be filled by the buckets in ( P (l) + S0 ∩ G(k)).
l<k

Given a tub tj , for any set si ∈ Q(j), there are only two possible cases, i.e.,
si belongs to some removed set (si ∈ Zs (l), l < k) or si belongs to some chosen
set (si ∈ P (l), l < k). If it is the former case, it implies that tub tj has already
been filled till layer l, i.e., rj (l) = 0. Thus without loss of generality, assume all
P
sets si ∈ Q(j) belong to the latter case, i.e., si ∈
P (l). It is followed that
l<k
P
Q(j) ⊆
P (l) for each j. Then we have
l<k

X
si ∈

=

P

vij +

P (l)

X

si ∈S0 ∩Gk

l<k

X

X

vij ≥

vij +

si ∈(S0 −S0 ∩Gk )

X

vij

si ∈S0 ∩G(k)

vij ≥ rj , for each j

(3.9)

si ∈S0

Eqn. 3.9 shows that the set (

P

P (l) + S0 ∩ G(k)) is a solution to G. Therefore,

l<k

S0 ∩ G(k) must be a solution to G(k).
Theorem 6. The layering algorithm has an approximation ratio α · f , i.e., LAY ≤
α · f · OPT, where OPT is the cost of the optimal solution to G.
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Proof. Use Sopt to denote the collection of bucket sets chosen in the optimal solution to G. Because in the layering algorithm, each set decomposes its cost into
different layers, for any set si chosen at layer k we have
ci =

X

ci (l) =

l≤k

X

emin (l)vi (l), for ∀si ∈ S(k)

(3.10)

l≤k

Suppose G is decomposed into L + 1 layers, as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). Then, the
total cost of the sets chosen by the layering algorithm is
X

LAY =
si ∈

P

P (k)

si ∈

k<L

X

X

ci =

P

emin (l)vi (l)

(3.11)

P (k) l≤k

k<L

In Eqn. 3.11, the total cost is first summed vertically (over different layers),
and then horizontally (over different sets) in Fig. 3.4(a). Alternatively, we can
calculate by summing first horizontally (over different sets within a layer) and
then vertically (over different layers). Combining the fact that P (k) = Slay ∩ G(k),
we have
LAY =

X X

ci (k) =

k<L si ∈P (k)

X

X

ci (k)

(3.12)

k<L si ∈(Slay ∩G(k))

Following the similar steps of Eqn. 3.10- 3.12, we now calculate the total cost
of the optimal solution. For any set si ∈ Zs (k) removed at layer k, because
ci (k) ≥ emin (k)vi (k) = 0, we have
ci =

X

ci (l) + ci (k) ≥

l<k

X

emin (l)vi (l), for si ∈ Zs (k)

(3.13)

l<k

Therefore, the total cost of the optimal solution is
OP T =

X

X

ci (k) ≥

k≤L si ∈(Sopt ∩G(k))

X

X

ci (k)

(3.14)

k<L si ∈(Sopt ∩G(k))

On the other hand, at layer k for any solution S0 (k) to G(k), we have
X
si ∈Sopt

ci (k) ≤

X
si ∈S0 (k)

ci (k) ≤

X
si ∈S(k)

ci (k)

(3.15)
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According to Lemma 2, both (Slay ∩ G(k)) and (Sopt ∩ G(k)) are solutions to
G(k). Thus, by Eqn. 3.15 and Lemma. 1, we get
X

ci (k) ≤ α · f ·

si ∈(Slay ∩G(k))

X

ci (k)

(3.16)

si ∈(Sopt ∩G(k))

Finally, following Eqn. 3.12, 3.14 , 3.16, we have
LAY ≤ α · f · OP T

(3.17)

To establish the performance bound of the greedy algorithm, we can exploit
some approximation result on integer programming [50, 51]. However, to do this,
the coefficients in Constraint 3.6, i.e.,vij , rj have to be integers. Observe that when
vij and rj are multiplied by the same constant, the integer programming model in
Section 3.3 remains unchanged. Thus, we can safely scale the problem to convert
the coefficients to integers via some existing techniques such as [52]. Then we get
the following theorem.
Theorem 7. The greedy algorithm has an approximation ratio of

P
j

Rj , where

Rj is the integer coefficient corresponding to rj after scaling the Constraint 3.6.
The proof of Theorem 7 directly follows the result of [51] which states that
applying the greedy heuristic to any integer program with the form of MIN(cx)
subject to Ax ≥ b and x ∈ {0, 1} has an approximation ratio of H(k), where
P
k = j bj .

3.5

Distributed Implementation

In this section, we will present a distributed implementation of the greedy algorithm. The aforementioned greedy algorithm iteratively picks up the most costeffective set and updates the residue space of the tubs and the available water
in the buckets. We call it the global greedy algorithm, which requires centralized
knowledge. Nevertheless, based on a newly defined bucket graph, we could design a
local greedy algorithm which involves only the local message exchange and achieves
the same performance as the global version of the algorithm.
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In a bucket graph, each node represents a bucket set. Two nodes have a link
with each other if the two bucket sets share a common neighboring tub in the
corresponding bucket-tub graph. For example, Fig. 3.5(a) shows the bucket graph
corresponding to the smart-mine network in Fig. 3.1(a). Although a bucket graph
should be composed only of the bucket sets and the links between them, in Fig. 3.5
we explicitly draw the targets (with residue space ra and rb ) and use dashed lines
to depict the relationship between the bucket sets and tubs for a better illustration.
The weight over each dashed line, i.e., vij , denotes the water available in the bucket
set for the specific tub. In reality, all these information needs to be cached at each
node. The observation in the following lemma can help us design a local greedy
algorithm based on the bucket graph, which can be proved to produce the same
solution set as the global greedy algorithm.
Lemma 3. Given a bucket graph Gb , if a bucket set represented by a node is the
most cost-effective set among its neighbors, it will be part of the solution set chosen
in the global greedy algorithm.
Proof. Suppose a node s has the minimum average cost among its neighbors, denoted by N (s). Then no node among N (s) shall be picked before s is picked in the
global greedy algorithm. This is because the average cost ei =

ci
vi

at each node i

is a non-decreasing function as other nodes are picked. Therefore, s remains to be
the most cost-effective among its neighbors. In addition, to fill the tubs associated
with s, at least one node among s and N (s) has to be picked. Thus, eventually s
will be chosen by the global greedy algorithm.
We assume the communication range of the sensor is at least twice the range of
the explosion1 . Thus, two neighboring nodes in the bucket graph can communicate
directly. The local greedy algorithm is executed in iterations. During each iteration, the nodes which have the smallest average cost among their neighbors will
elect themselves. Then, information about vij , rj is updated in a distributed manner, after which another iteration will begin. From the algorithmic point of view,
the nodes elected per iteration constitute an Independent Set, which is defined as
a subset of nodes among which there is no link between any two nodes. The set
1

The normal communication range of a sensor is around tens of meters; the explosion range
is less than ten meters for certain types of mine.
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is a maximal independent set (MIS) if no more nodes can be added to generate a
bigger independent set [13]. Therefore, our algorithm is equivalent to find a MIS
by electing the most effective nodes among their neighbors in each iteration.
Algorithm 6 Distributed Greedy Algorithm
Input: node s, its neighbors N (s), and its connected tub set Ts
Output: election or non-election status
For Each Node s:
1: while Ts 6= ∅ do
2:
if s has the smallest average cost among its neighbors then
3:
s elects itself, broadcasts msg(s, ELE, cs ), and exits.
4:
end if
5:
if msg(id, ELE, cost) is received then
6:
update the residue space in Ts ∩ Tid , and remove the tubs with zero residue space from
Ts .
7:
recalculate cs , and broadcast msg(s, U P D, cs ). Go to 2
8:
end if
9:
if msg(id, U P D, cost) is received then
10:
update the average cost of neighbor sid . Go to 2.
11:
end if
12: end while
13: output the non-election status.

The pseudo code of the local greedy algorithm is listed in Algorithm 6. The
message format is defined as msg(id, type, cost), where id and cost are the fields
related to the sender, and type can be set to be ELE or U P D, which corresponds
to the election notice or the update report. An election notice is sent out when a
node finds itself to be the most cost-effective set among its neighbors (line 2-4).
When an election notice is received, the average cost of the receiver is updated in
a manner similar to the global greedy algorithm, after which an update report is
sent out (line 5-8). When an update report is received, the average cost of the
sender is simply updated to the cost value contained in the message (line 9-11).
Theorem 8. The local greedy algorithm is guaranteed to terminate, and upon termination, the same solution set is produced as in the global version of the algorithm.
Proof. At any instant, there is at least one node which has the smallest average cost
among its neighbors and thus is qualified to elect itself. Therefore, the algorithm
will not stop until the requirements of all the tubs are satisfied. In addition,
Lemma 3 assures that the same solution set will be produced as in the global
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greedy algorithm upon termination, although the bucket sets may be picked in a
different order.
s1
s3

2

3

rb=4 3

ra=4
3

s4

0.5

s3

2

0.5

2

s5

rb=2 2

ra=2

s5

ra=0
0

2

s4

0.5

0.5

s4

rb=0
0

0

s2

s2

s2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5. An example to illustrate the local greedy algorithm. (a) the bucket graph
corresponding to Fig. 3.1. (b) the bucket graph after node s1 is elected in the first
iteration. (c) the bucket graph after nodes s3 , s5 are elected in the second iteration.

Fig. 3.5 uses a small example to illustrate the local greedy algorithm. In
Fig. 3.5(a), there are five bucket sets (circle node), which are connected with
two targets (square node). Each bucket set has cost 1 and can provide vij volume
of water for each tub, as shown over the dashed arrows. Each tub has the empty
space of 4. In the first iteration, s1 elects itself since it has the smallest average
cost among its neighbors (tie is broken by id). Then vij , ra , rb are updated and
the algorithm continues to run among the remaining nodes (Fig. 3.5b). Similarly,
in the second iteration, s3 , s5 elect themselves, after which the tubs become full
(Fig. 3.5c).
Like the layering algorithm, the election criteria in the local greedy algorithm
can also be relaxed to reduce the number of iterations required. We call it the
fast local greedy algorithm. Instead of electing only the nodes with the smallest
average cost among its neighbors, any node whose average cost falls in the range
of [emin , αemin ] can be elected, where emin is the minimum average cost among the
neighbors and α ≥ 1 is the relaxation factor. To implement this, we need to change
the message format to msg(id, type, cost, emin ) by adding a field on the minimum
average cost. Any node whose average cost is the local minimum will set up the
field emin accordingly. For other nodes that receive the election notice with emin
properly set, they will check whether their average cost belongs to [emin , αemin ]
and decide whether to elect themselves. This way, more nodes will be elected per
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iteration and less total iterations will be needed.
Algorithm 6 is a distributed implementation of the global greedy algorithm.
According to Theorem 8, the local greedy algorithm picks the same collection of
bucket sets as in the global greedy algorithm, without degrading the performance.
On the other hand, the fast greedy algorithm uses the relaxation factor to trade off
the performance for the lower message overhead and computational burden. Both
the algorithms have the worst case message complexity O(d) per node, where d is
the maximum number of neighbors among all the nodes in the bucket graph.

3.6

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms through
simulations. In the simulation, n mines and m targets are randomly deployed
in a 10 × 10 square area, with n varying from 100 to 1000, and m varying from
10 to 100. The blast range and the sensing range are normalized to be 1. The
communication range is set to be 2, which is twice of the blast range and sensing
range. The cost of each mine is uniformly distributed between 1 and 4 units. To
emulate the destructive impact on the target, the blast model in Fig. 3.2 is used.
The threshold probability for each target is unified to be 0.9.
Besides the greedy algorithm and layering algorithm, two other simple heuristics are evaluated, i.e., random algorithm and max-weight first algorithm. The
random algorithm arbitrarily picks the bucket set, while the max-weight first algorithm picks the bucket set in which a single bucket has the largest volume of water
available for the connected tub. This is equivalent to select the mine which has
the shortest distance to the target. The experiments are done over a customized
C++ simulator and each point is a statistical average of 50 experiments.

3.6.1

Comparison of Different Algorithms

Figs. 3.6, 3.7 compare the cost of different algorithms with varying number of
mines, when the number of targets is 50 and 100, respectively. It is shown that the
greedy algorithm consistently performs best. The layering algorithm stays close to
the greedy algorithm when the relaxation factor R is 1. As the relaxation factor
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increases from 1 to 2, the performance of the layering algorithm becomes worse,
but still better than the max-weight first algorithm. Regarding the performance
of the random algorithm, a big gap can be observed compared with the other
algorithms.
Another observation is that increasing the number of mines may affect the trend
of different algorithms in different ways. As the number of mines increases, the cost
of the random algorithm tends to increase, due to its pure randomness. However,
increasing the number of mines beyond 200 (which is sufficient to destroy all the
targets) can cause the other algorithms to gradually decrease. This is because
all other algorithms exploit certain level of intelligence when selecting the mines.
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Thus the more candidate mines available, the more likely a better solution can be
produced.
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Figs. 3.8, 3.9 further compare the cost of different algorithms with varying number of targets, when the number of mines is 500 and 1000, respectively. Regarding
the relative performance among different algorithms, the same conclusion can be
drawn as in Figs. 3.6, 3.7, with the random algorithm to be the worst and the
greedy algorithm to be the best. It can be noticed that the cost of all the algorithms increases as the number of targets increases. However, the increase for the
random algorithm is roughly linear, but for the other algorithms it is sublinear.
This implies that a smarter algorithm such as the greedy algorithm is less affected
by the increasing number of targets, because it takes into account both the effect of
single explosion on multiple targets and collaborative explosions on a single target.

3.6.2

Effect of The Relaxation Factor

Relaxation factor R is an important parameter for the fast greedy and layering
algorithm. Figs. 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 use double y-axes to study the effect of
relaxation factor R, with the left y-axis to denote total cost and the right y-axis to
denote number of rounds/layers. In particular, Fig. 3.10 shows the effect of R in
the fast greedy algorithm, when m = 50, n = 500. As R increases, the cost of the
fast greedy algorithm increases, but the number of its execution rounds reduces.
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For example, when R increases from 1.0 to 1.1, its cost rises from 73 to 84 while
its computation rounds reduce from 41 to 16. This is expected since the value of
the relaxation factor R reflects the strictness of the selection criteria. When the
criteria is relaxed, i.e., with larger R, more mines can be picked per round thus
less number of total rounds are required.
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Fig. 3.11 shows the effect of R in the layering algorithm, when m = 50, n = 500.
Similar to Fig. 3.10, as R increases, the cost of the layering algorithm increases,
but the number of layers reduces.
Figs. 3.12, 3.13, where m = 100, n = 1000, lead to the same conclusion as
Figs. 3.10, 3.11. Since in both algorithms, the message overhead or the computational burden is proportional to the number of rounds/layers, R needs to be
appropriately set to strike a balance between different performance metrics.

3.7

Conclusions

This chapter explores the potential of networking the landmines via sensor technology. Specifically, we formulate a detonable mine selection problem, with the
objective to destroy the intruding target using the minimum cost. Due to its NP
complexity, we focus on the design of approximation solutions based on a novel
bucket-tub model, where mine is mapped to bucket set and target is mapped to
tub. Two classes of approximation algorithms are proposed, whose performance
bound away from the optimal result is given. Among them, it is shown that the
layering algorithm can achieve an approximation ratio that relies only on the maximum number of mines/buckets that a target/tub is associated with, and that the
greedy algorithm can be implemented in a pure distributed manner without degrading the performance. Theoretical analysis and extensive simulations verified
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
Our work is among the first efforts towards filling the gap between the mine
industry and impact engineering. More interesting dimensions such as trying different blast models, dealing with the mobile case by taking advantage of the target’s
mobility pattern can be investigated. As the landmine may linger in the field for a
long time, self monitoring and postwar disposal issues are also worth further study.

Chapter

4

Network Monitoring For Mission
Driven Sensor Network
4.1

Introduction

As sensor nodes usually operate in an unattended, harsh environment, they are
prone to failure and may run out of battery [47]. To make sensor network reliable
as well as adaptable, sensor status (such as liveness, density estimation, residue
energy, etc.) has to be closely monitored and made known to the sink, which can
promptly react to sensor status changes. For instance, to activate other sleeping
sensors if they exist, to deploy additional sensors or to dispatch mobile sensors to
a region where a significant percentage of sensors have failed.
In distributed systems, the only way to learn the status of a node is through
receiving messages from the node. For example, in IP networks, the poller-pollee
structure [53] has been widely used for network management, where some specialized nodes are called pollers and the other nodes are called pollees. Each poller
monitors its pollees by actively sending a “ping” message and then waiting for the
reply or by passively waiting for the pollees to send messages periodically.
Compared with wired networks, designing monitoring mechanisms for sensor
networks has several challenges. The first major issue is the false alarm, which
results from the failure characteristics of the wireless links. When a status report
is lost due to transient link interference/failure, the system may consider it as the
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result of a node failure, thus a false alarm would be triggered. Second, instead of
over a fixed topology, sensors need to self-organize themselves into a monitoring
architecture in a distributed manner. Finally, since sensors are usually untethered
and powered by battery, energy efficiency is an important issue.
In this chapter, we propose solutions to address the challenge specific to sensor
networks, to design a fault tolerant, energy efficient monitoring system in a distributed manner. The whole architecture is build upon the poller-pollee structure,
where sensors self-organize themselves into two tiers, with pollees in the lower tier
and pollers in the upper tier. The pollees send status reports to the pollers along
multihop paths, during which the intermediate nodes do the aggregation to reduce
the message overhead. Each poller makes local decisions based on the received
aggregated packets, and forwards its decision towards the sink.
One weakness of the poller-pollee structure is that the poller or the communication link may fail, which could cause false alarms. To address this issue, each pollee
is associated with multiple pollers. Although using multiple pollers can be fault
tolerant, sending status reports to multiple pollers at the same time can significantly increase the power and bandwidth consumption. We thus propose a novel
solution where the monitored sensor sends the status reports to different pollers in
a round robin manner. Status reports from different pollers can thus be combined
to reduce false alarm. For example, although the report through one poller is lost
due to transient communication link interference/failure, the sink may still receive
the pollee’s report from another poller in the next time interval. Through analysis,
we show that the round robin based multi-poller solution can significantly reduce
the false alarm rate compared to the single poller scheme.
When building the monitoring architecture, we focus on the fundamental tradeoff between the number of monitoring nodes (i.e., pollers) and the false alarm rate.
Most of the previous work targets at minimizing the number of pollers only, because selecting more pollers will enhance the difficulty of tracking the status of each
poller and thus increase the network management cost [53]. However, in a lossy
environment, the false alarm rate can be adversely affected by a smaller number
of pollers. For example, if the number of pollers is too small, some pollees will
be too far away from the poller, and then the chance of link transient failure will
be higher and the false alarm rate will be larger. To balance the tradeoff between
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the number of pollers and false alarm rate, we propose a distributed deterministic
algorithm, which uses two parameters k1 , k2 to guide a better distribution of poller
and pollee; i.e., no two pollers are less than k1 hops away from each other, and
no pollee is more than k2 hops away from its poller. This property enables us to
minimize the number of pollers while bounding the maximum false alarm rate. We
discuss how to set up these parameters and further reduce the message overhead
based on a randomized technique.
To increase the energy efficiency and reduce the monitoring overhead, we take
the hop-by-hop aggregation opportunities in sensor networks. When pollees, which
can be multiple hops away from the poller, send status reports to their pollers, the
status reports can be aggregated to reduce the number of packets needed. It is
nontrivial to determine which aggregation path should be used in order to achieve
better aggregation. In this chapter, we formulate the selection of the optimal
aggregation path to minimize the transmission energy as a NP-hard problem, and
prove that an opportunistic greedy forwarding scheme has an approximation ratio
of 54 . We also prove that if the pollee is within 2 hops of the poller, i.e., k2 = 2,
the bounded ratio is 1 +

s−1
.
s2

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section II presents the pollerpollee based monitoring architecture. Section III proposed and analyzed the round
robin based multi-poller scheme. Section IV formulates the minimum poller selection problem and proposes the distributed algorithms. Section V focuses on the
optimal aggregation path problem, and studies the greedy algorithm with constant
approximation ratio. Performance evaluations are done in Section VI. Section VII
overviews the related work and Section VIII concludes the chapter.

4.2

Architecture and Problem Formulation

In this section, we present the multi-poller structure, based on which we build the
sensor monitoring system.

4.2.1

The Multi-Poller Structure
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Figure 4.1. Basic and extended poller-pollee structure

In distributed systems, the only way to learn the status of a node is through
receiving message from the node. We can have the monitoring node (i.e., poller)
send a “ping” message and then wait for the reply (Fig. 4.1a), or wait for the node
being monitored (i.e., pollee) to proactively send a message (Fig. 4.1b). As a sensor
network is a large distributed system, the poller and pollee structure can also be
used for monitoring the sensor network status. Since two messages are used in Fig.
1(a), whereas only one is used in Fig. 1(b), we prefer to having pollees send periodic
reporting messages to the poller to reduce energy consumption, and only resort to
ping-response messages when necessary. However, traditional poller-pollee structure like Fig. 4.1(a) and Fig. 4.1(b) is not resilient to node or communication failure
because each pollee is associated with only one poller. To tolerate these failures, we
extend the poller-pollee structure by associating each pollee with multiple pollers,
as shown in Fig. 4.1(c).

4.2.2

Architecture

Different monitoring architectures can be built on the poller-pollee structure (Fig. 4.1).
Given the scale of sensor networks, a centralized polling scheme, as depicted in
Fig. 4.2(a), is not scalable. Instead, Fig. 4.2(b)(c) has a two-tier distributed polling
structure where pollees send status reports to the pollers, which in turn generate
aggregated status reports and forward them to the sink.
As each pollee in Fig. 4.2(b) is monitored by only one poller, it is not resilient
to the poller failure or communication failure. To reduce the false alarm rate, we
apply the multi-poller concept to Fig. 4.2(c). For simplicity, each pollee only has
two pollers, referred to as the primary poller and the secondary poller. As shown
in Fig. 4.2(c), pollee 1 is monitored by poller 1 which is the primary, and poller 2
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Figure 4.2. Different monitoring infrastructures: (a) centralized (b) distributed (c)
distributed and fault tolerant, where circles denote pollees, squares denote pollers, arrows
denote the paths followed by packets, p-arrow represents the path to the primary poller
and s-arrow represents the path to the secondary poller. Each solid line denotes a
physical link, and each dashed line represents a logical path that may consist of multiple
physical links.

which is the secondary.
The communication path between the pollee and the sink consists of two parts:
pollee-to-poller and poller-to-sink. In this chapter, we focus on the reliability issue
of the pollee-to-poller part and leave the other part as future work.

4.2.3

Problem Formulation

We consider a network of n sensors, where all sensors are capable of being either
pollers or pollees. At first hand, we want to select the minimum number of nodes
as pollers so that the management cost of pollers can be minimized. On the other
hand, if the number of pollers is too small, some pollees will be many hops away
from a poller, thus increasing the false alarm rate. Therefore, our goal is to strike
a balance between the number of pollers and false alarm rate. Since the pollers
may also fail, we associate each pollee with ω ≥ 1 pollers. Each pollee maintains
pointers to the different pollers but sends status report to only one poller at a
time. When the poller fails, the associated pointers should be outdated and the
next poller on the list will be used.
We formulate the poller-pollee assignment problem minPL, with the objective
to minimize the number of pollers while limiting the maximum false alarm rate as
follows.
Given a network graph, the error rate of each link, determine (1) which nodes
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Figure 4.3. Asynchronous operation at poller and pollee, with the arrow denoting the
status reporting

are pollers and which nodes are pollees, (2) a many-to-many mapping where each
node is associated with ω pollers, to minimize the total number of pollers while
limiting the maximum false alarm rate of pollees.
Theorem 9. The problem minPL is NP-Hard.
Proof. The problem minPL can be proved to be NP-hard via a reduction from the
minimum k-hop dominating set problem [54], which can be seen as a special case of
minPL when ω = 1 and the link failure rate is constant. This is because according
to the result in the next section, different hop numbers between pollee and poller
correspond to different false alarm rates. Therefore, satisfying the constraint of
maximum false alarm rate is equivalent to limiting the maximum number of hops
from pollee to poller.

4.3

The Round Robin Based Multi-Poller Scheme
and Its Performance analysis

In this section, we present the round robin based multi-poller scheme, and give the
false alarm rate through analysis.

4.3.1

The Round Robin Based Multi-Poller Scheme

Recall that the multi-poller structure is proposed to deal with sensor and communication link failures. To reduce the communication overhead, we propose a round
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robin based multi-poller scheme, where the monitored sensor sends the status report to different pollers in a round robin manner. Status reports from different
pollers can thus be combined to reduce false alarm rate. For example, even the
report towards one poller is lost due to communication link failure during the current polling interval, the report may still reach another poller through a different
link in the next polling interval. Based on the combined reports through different
pollers, the sink can thus make a better decision about the pollee status every
detection period.
Further let t denote the polling time interval at the pollee, and let ω denote
the number of pollers for each pollee. Suppose the sink needs time Td , referred to
as the detection time, to detect a pollee failure. The single-poller and multi-poller
scheme can be stated as follows:
• Single-poller scheme: each pollee sends a report to the same poller every
t; each poller collects the reports from its pollees every t and forwards the
compressed report to the sink every t; the sink evaluates the failure condition
every Td . It is required that t ≤ Td .
• Multi-poller scheme: each pollee schedules a report to different pollers every
t; each poller collects reports from each of its pollees every ωt and forwards
the compressed report to the sink every ωt; the sink evaluates the failure
condition every Td . It is required that ωt ≤ Td .
Status reports can be aggregated during the transmission from the pollee to
the poller. The poller, pollees, and the physical link between them form a tree. If
a node is at the edge of the tree, it is called an edge node; otherwise it is called
a non-edge node. Then in the above polling schemes, each non-edge pollee can
collect reports from each of its children and sends the aggregated report (including
its own) to the same poller every t;
Fig. 4.3 illustrates the single poller scheme and multi-poller scheme using an
example. In Fig. 4.3(a), pollee 1 sends reports to poller 1 every t; in Fig. 4.3(b),
pollee 1 sends reports to poller 1 or poller 2 every 2t in a round robin manner. The
sink receives two reports every 2t if it chooses detection time Td = 2t. With the
single poller scheme, if some communication link between pollee 1 and the sink has
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some problem, the sink will have a false alarm on the status of pollee 1. However,
the false alarm may be eliminated by the use of an alternative poller in the multipoller scheme. In general, with the same detection time delay and the same amount
of traffic, the multi-poller scheme will have a much smaller false alarm rate on the
status of the pollee. It is possible that Td can be set to t in the single poller scheme
in the above example. Although this can reduce the failure detection time, based
on the results of [55] and our analytical results in the next section, the false alarm
rate with this change can be very high compared to increasing Td to 2t. Next, we
give formal analysis on the false alarm rate of these two schemes.

4.3.2

The False Alarm Rate

In this section we assume the detection time period Td is the same for both singlepoller and multi-poller scheme, and evaluate the false alarm rate in the presence
of link failures.
In wireless medium, the characteristics of node failure and link failure are quite
different. While the node failure may be permanent, the wireless link failure happens from time to time, and once occurs it will persist for a period of time. During
the transmission of messages, if an intermediate node is detected to fail, its downstream nodes can simply bypass it by choosing an alternative next hop. But the
same technique cannot be applied to the case of link failure, which is transient
in nature. Therefore we study the link failure and model it as a continuous-time
Markov chain, as adopted by some existing works [56, 57]. The following notations
are used in the analysis:
fl : link failure rate
h: number of hops from pollee to poller
F1 (h, Td ), Fw (h, Td ): the false alarm rate for the single poller scheme, and the
multi-poller scheme, where the subscript w represents the number of pollers for
each pollee.
Each link is modeled as a two state markov chain (Fig. 4.4(a)). The transition
rate from state 0 (“on”) to state 1 (“off”) and from state 1 to state 0 is λ and
µ respectively. If the path between the poller and pollee is multihop, it can be
modeled by the higher dimensional markov chain. For example in Fig. 4.4(b), the
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two-hop path (i.e., h = 2) is represented by four states with “11” denoting the
state at which both links fail. Further assume each pollee has ω pollers (ω ≥ 1),
and a packet is sent to each poller every ωt period. We are interested in the false
alarm rate Fw (h, Td ), given h and the detection period Td .

00
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µ λ

1

0

µ

10

(a) h=1

λ

µ
λ

01

µ

µ
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11

(b) h=2

Figure 4.4. Continuous-time markov chain link model

• The continuous-time markov chain of a link (Fig. 4.4a): To solve the markov
chain in Fig. 4.4(a), its limiting probability π0 , π1 , i.e., the long-run proportion of time that the process is in state 0 and state 1, can be calculated by
π0 =

µ
, π1
λ+µ

=

λ
.
λ+µ

The transition probability pij (t), the probability that

the state is in j at time t provided that the current time is i, is given by:
µ
λ −(λ+µ)t
e
+
λ+µ
λ+µ
µ
µ −(λ+µ)t
p10 (t) =
−
e
λ+µ λ+µ
p00 (t) =

(4.1)
(4.2)

• The multihop path with single poller (Fig. 4.4b): Without loss of generality,
we assume Td /t is an integer and discretize the time using interval t. Then
F1 (h, Td ) can be calculated as follows.
1. When Td = t,
F1 (h, t) = 1 − π0 (t)h , for ∀h
2. When Td = 2t, h = 2,
F1 (2, 2t) = π1 π0 (1 − p10 (t)p00 (t))
+π0 π1 (1 − p00 (t)p10 (t))

(4.3)
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+π1 π1 (1 − p10 (t)p10 (t))

(4.4)

Above calculation numerates the three cases of false alarm in which the
two-hop path fails in both t intervals.
3. When Td = 2t, h = 3,
F1 (3, 2t) =

1 X
1
1 X
X

πi πj πk (1 − pi0 (t)pj0 (t)

i=0 j=0 k=0

pk0 (t)) − π0h (1 − p10 (t)p10 (t)p10 (t))

(4.5)

4. Eqn. 4.5 can be generalized to calculate F1 (h, 2t)
5. In general, F1 (h, Td ) can be calculated by
Td

F1 (h, t) (P [s(t + t0 ) = 1|s(t0 ) = 1]) t −1
¸ Td −1
·
(P [s(t + t0 ) = 1, s(t0 ) = 1]) t
= F1 (h, t)
P [s(t0 ) = 1]
·
¸ Td −1
F1 (h, 2t) t
= F1 (h, t)
F1 (h, t)

(4.6)

where s(t0 ) denotes the path state at t0 , P [s(t + t0 ) = 1|s(t0 ) = 1] is the
transition probability, and F1 (h, t), F1 (h, 2t) are given by 1), 4). Above
follows because the markov chain is homogeneous, i.e., its transition
probability does not depend on the starting time.
• Multihop path with multi-poller: Unlike the single poller scheme, the failure
of the multihop paths towards different pollers are independent. Therefore
Fω (h, Td ) is given by:
Fω (h, Td ) = (1 − π0 (t)h )Td /t

(4.7)

Because of the bursty nature of the wireless link failures, the monitoring of
sensor network could benefit from the multi-poller based scheme. The amount of
the benefits depends on the time correlation characteristics of the link failures.
On one extreme, if the link failures are not time-correlated, the performance of
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the multi-poller based scheme is simply reduced to that of the single-poller based
scheme. The correlation characteristics of the transmission failures is studied in
[58] which uses the statistical tool to analyze the collected packet traces over the
real sensor testbed. In [58], wireless links are classified into three categories based
on the correlation characteristics, i.e., good link, intermediate link, and bad link,
where the bad links denotes the most correlated link. For our evaluation, we
consider the link quality as the intermediate level and set fl = 0.1, λ = µ =

1
4

in the markov chain model. For the bad link, the performance benefits should be
higher.
Fig. 4.5 shows the false alarm rate as a function of the number of hops from
poller to pollee when fl = 0.1. As can be seen, the false alarm rate increases as
h increases, since longer path is more vulnerable to failure. From the figure, we
can also see the importance of Td . As Td increases, the false alarm rate decreases.
For example, even for the single poller scheme, when h = 1, F1 (h, t) = 0.1, but
F1 (h, 2t) = 0.025; that is, doubling the detection time can reduce the false alarm
rate by as much as 75%. With a longer detection time, the sink can still receive the
next status report even if the previous status report has been lost. As a result, the
sink will have much less probability to generate a false alarm due to link failure.
This is consistent with the result of [55].
From the figure, we can see that the multi-poller scheme consistently outperforms the single poller scheme in terms of false alarm rate. For example, with
h = 1, F1 (h, 2t) = 0.025, but F2 (h, 2t) = 0.01, which represents a 60% false alarm
reduction. This is because the status report of the multi-poller scheme is transmitted to the sink through different paths, and hence can tolerate longer period
of link failure at any path. Note that, due to the use of round robin scheme, the
multi-poller scheme still keep similar bandwidth consumption as the single poller
scheme.
Fig. 4.6 shows the false alarm rate when fl = 0.2. We can easily see the same
trend as that of Fig. 4.5. The only difference is that the false alarm rate increases
as the fl increases.
Discussion: To simplify the analysis, we assume the average link failure rate is
homogeneous. In some cases, different links could have large variation of quality.
Thus, there may be a need to introduce adaptive elements to the polling strategy
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Figure 4.5. False alarm rate (fl = 0.1) Figure 4.6. False alarm rate (fl = 0.2)

and design weighted round robin based polling schemes. Note that our analysis
is the first step to fully understand the round robin based multi-poller scheme.
As the initial step, our analysis is based on a 2-state Markov model, but more
complex and realistic models such as Weibull model [59, 60] are also worth of
further investigation.

4.4

Distributed Poller-Pollee Assignment Algorithms

In this section, we propose the distributed algorithms to solve the poller-pollee
assignment problem as formalized in subsection 4.2.3.
The construction of poller-pollee structure shares some similarity with the traditional clustering scheme, where a poller is similar to a cluster head. However, there
is fundamental difference between them. First, the traditional clustering schemes
are single-hopped, but the pollee should be within some bounded hops of its poller.
Second, with multihops between the poller and pollees, aggregation is used to reduce the monitoring traffic, which is not considered in clustering schemes. Third,
each pollee may be associated with ω ≥ 1 pollers to be fault tolerant, whereas
each cluster member only has one cluster head. Thus, the traditional clustering
scheme is only a special case of the single-hop poller-pollee structure with ω = 1.
Below, we first propose a distributed deterministic poller selection algorithm, and
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then present a hybrid algorithm to further reduce the message overhead.

4.4.1

The Randomized Algorithm

The randomized algorithm is presented as a baseline for comparison. Each node
elects itself as a poller with probability ρ. Pollers then announce their poller status
within k hops. Sensor nodes that did not elect themselves as pollers will be pollees.
The randomized algorithm is very simple, yet it may produce some pathological
scenario where multiple pollers may cluster together in some area and no poller
exists in some other area. To address this problem, we propose a deterministic
algorithm.

4.4.2

The Deterministic Algorithm

Algorithm 7 Deterministic Poller Selection Algorithm
Input: a graph G(N, E), k1 , k2
Output: a Poller Set Ser , a Pollee Set See
Procedure: Determine(k1 , k2 )
1: Initialize the status and the timer
2: Broadcast locally to get k1 -hop neighborhood information
3: if timer not expired then
4:
if id is the smallest among k1 hop unlabeled neighbors then
5:
broadcast pollerID = id within k2 hops, exit
6:
/*Ser = Ser ∪ {id}*/
7:
end if
8:
wait until a packet is received or the timer is expired
9:
if pollerID received then
10:
broadcast polleeID within k1 hops, exit
11:
/*See = See ∪ {id}*/
12:
end if
13:
if polleeID received then
14:
update the unlabeled List within k1 hops, reset timer and go to 4
15:
end if
16: else
17:
go to 5
18: end if

The proposed deterministic algorithm is based on the distributed maximal independent set (MIS) algorithm [13]. An Independent Set is a subset of nodes among
which there is no edge between any two nodes. The set is a MIS if no more edges
can be added to generate a bigger independent set. In the deterministic algorithm,
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the concept of MIS is extended to the multihop environment. Two parameters
k1 , k2 are used to govern the distribution of the pollers and pollees, to ensure that
no two pollers are less than k1 hops from each other and no pollee is more than k2
hops from its poller. That is, the poller set Ser is a k1 -hop MIS, in which no two
nodes are less than k1 hops away from each other.
Since parameters k1 , k2 control the geometrical properties of the poller and
pollee distribution, they should be determined beforehand according to user’s demand. First, given the constraint of false alarm rate, k2 can be determined, based
on the relationship between the false alarm and the hop distance such as in Fig. 4.5.
Thus, bounding the maximum false alarm rate becomes equivalent to bounding the
maximum distance from pollee to the poller. Second, after k2 is determined, k1 can
be selected. Although a large k1 could reduce the number of pollers selected but
some pollee may not find ω pollers within k2 hops. Therefore, an appropriate k1
should be chosen to strike a balance between the number of pollers and the number
of unlabeled nodes. This can be achieved by the experiments, as in Section 4.6.
Given k1 , k2 , Algorithm I lists the pseudo code of the deterministic poller selection algorithm. At the outset, each node needs to obtain the k1 -hop neighborhood
information by a localized broadcast. Then the algorithm proceeds in rounds. In
each round, if a node has the smallest id among the k1 -hop unlabeled neighbors, it
elects itself as belonging to the poller set Ser , and broadcasts pollerID = id within
k2 hops. Nodes that are not yet labeled but received the poller declaration will
label themselves as pollees, and broadcast polleeID = id within k1 hops. After
that, a new round will start, during which the algorithm is executed among the
remaining unlabeled nodes. This process repeats until all nodes are labeled either
as poller or pollee.
The upper diagram of Fig. 4.7 uses a small network of 11 nodes to explain
the deterministic algorithm, assuming k1 = k2 = 1. In the first round, node 1
and node 3 elect themselves as poller since their id is the smallest among the 1hop neighborhood, and their 1-hop neighboring nodes 2,4,6,7,8,10 are recruited as
pollees. Then the labeling process will repeat among the remaining nodes until
everyone is labeled. Thus, in the second round, node 5 is labeled as poller and
node 9 is labeled as pollee. In the third round, node 11 is labeled as poller.
The message complexity of Algorithm I can be computed as follows. Assume
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Figure 4.7. A numerical example. The deterministic algorithm (above) runs in three
rounds, exchanging 22 messages. The hybrid algorithm (below) has a randomized phase
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there are n nodes. At first, each node needs to broadcast within k1 hops to get
the neighborhood information (line 2). After that, each poller needs to broadcast
within k2 hops (line 5) and each pollee needs to broadcast within k1 hops (line
10). Suppose k = k1 = k2 , each node broadcasts within k hops exactly twice
during the execution of the algorithm. Further suppose d is the node density, and
r is the node communication range. The message complexity can be estimated by
O(2 ∗ n ∗ d ∗ (kr)2 ) = O(k 2 nd).
It is possible to set k1 as a fractional number. For example, when k1 = 1.2, it
means that each node chooses bk1 c = 1 with probability 0.8 and chooses dk1 e = 2
with probability 0.2. As k1 controls the distance between the neighboring pollers,
allowing k1 to be a fractional number will provide more flexibility to control the
number of pollers, which can be seen from Section 4.6. Then, Algorithm 1 needs
to be extended as follows. First, set k1 0 = bk1 c with probability dk1 e − k1 and
set k1 0 = dk1 e with probability k1 − bk1 c. Second, each node elects itself as poller
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among the k1 0 -hop unlabeled neighbors (line 4). Third, each node broadcasts id
within dk1 e hops (line 5,10), but updates the unlabeled list within k1 0 hops (line
14).

4.4.3

The Hybrid Algorithm

Algorithm 8 Hybrid Poller Selection Algorithm
Input: a graph G(N, E), k1 , k2 , ρ
Output: a Poller Set Ser , a Pollee Set See
Procedure: Hybrid(k1 , k2 )
1: Initialize the node label, timer, Ser = φ, See = φ
2: generate a random number σ ∈ (0, 1)
3: if σ < ρ then
4:
Ser = Ser ∪ {id}
5: end if
6: if id ∈ Ser /*node id is temporarily labeled as poller*/ then
7:
execute the deterministic algorithm Determine(k1 , k2 )
8:
/*Ser and See are updated*/
9: end if
10: if node id is unlabeled then
11:
wait until a packet is received or the timer is expired
12:
if pollerID received then
13:
label itself as pollee /*See = See ∪ {id}*/
14:
end if
15: end if
16: if id ∈ {N − Ser − See } /*node id is not labeled*/ then
17:
execute the deterministic algorithm Determine(k1 , k2 )
18: end if

In the deterministic algorithm, each node needs to broadcast within k hops
twice, assuming k = k1 = k2 . As k becomes larger, the message complexity increases dramatically. To reduce this message overhead, we propose a hybrid algorithm which combines the randomized algorithm and the deterministic algorithm.
As shown in Algorithm 8, the algorithm starts with a randomized phase, during
which each node labels itself as a temporary poller with a probability ρ. After
that, the deterministic algorithm is executed among the temporary pollers. If two
pollers are less than k1 hops away from each other, one of them will change its role
from poller to pollee and the other one will confirm itself as poller. After receiving
the confirmed pollerID, the unlabeled nodes within k2 -hop range of the confirmed
poller will be recruited as pollees. To implement this, a field in the packet header
needs to be reserved to differentiate the confirmed pollerID from the temporary
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pollerID. After receiving the confirmed pollerID, the unlabeled nodes change the
status to pollee. Finally, the deterministic algorithm is executed among the set of
unlabeled nodes, i.e., {N − Ser − See }, to have all the nodes labeled.
Compared with the deterministic algorithm, the hybrid algorithm has much less
message overhead. First, due to the use of the randomized phase, each node does
not have to make the initial k1 − hop broadcast. Second, when the deterministic
algorithm is executed for the first time (line 7), only the temporary pollers are
involved. Third, after receiving the confirmed pollerID, many unlabeled nodes
become pollees who are refrained from broadcast. Thus, only a small portion of
the nodes still remain unlabeled and execute the deterministic algorithm for the
second time (line 17). In the following, we give a detailed analysis of the message
overhead, based on which the optimal value of ρ can be derived to minimize the
message overhead.
For ease of illustration, we first assume k1 = k2 = k, and then extend it to
the general case of k1 6= k2 . First, the randomized phase introduces zero message
overhead. As a result, on average a fraction ρ of the nodes are labeled as pollers
and execute the deterministic algorithm for the first round (line 7). Among the
nρ temporary pollers, a fraction of nodes, say, α, are confirmed as pollers, and
a fraction 1 − α of the nodes become pollees. During the execution of the firstround deterministic algorithm, the nρα confirmed pollers will recruit unlabeled
nodes within k hops as pollee. After that, only a fraction, say, β, of the n(1 − ρ)
unlabeled nodes still remain as unlabeled and execute the second round (line 17).
Therefore, the total number of nodes involved in the two rounds of the deterministic
algorithm is nρ + n(1 − ρ)β, with all the other nodes recruited as pollee by the nρα
confirmed pollers. Further use M (k) to denote the message complexity of k-hop
broadcast. Since each participating node needs to broadcast twice within k hops,
the overall message complexity is:
2[nρ + n(1 − ρ)β]M (k)

(4.8)

β is the fraction of n(1 − ρ) unlabeled nodes that do not fall in the k-hop range
of any of the nρα confirmed pollers. For a node n1 , the probability that it falls
within the k-hop range of node n2 is

πk2 r 2
,
a2

where a2 denotes the area size. Thus,
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Figure 4.8. The relationship between probability ρ and the message overhead

β = (1 −

πk 2 r2 nρα
)
a2

(4.9)

α denotes the fraction of nodes that are to be labeled as poller if nρ uniformly
distributed nodes run the deterministic algorithm. When two nodes are within k
hops, one of them will refrain from being a poller with half chance. Since there
are total nρ nodes, the probability for each node to become a poller is
α = (1 −

πk 2 r2 nρ−1
)
2a2

(4.10)

Substituting Eqn. 4.10 and Eqn. 4.9 into Eqn. 4.8 will give us the message
complexity when k1 = k2 .
Fig. 4.8 numerically evaluates the effect of varying the number of nodes n and
the probability ρ on the amount of message overhead, when a = 20, r = 1, k1 =
k2 = 1. It is shown that each curve has an optimal ρ corresponding to the minimum
message overhead. In addition, the optimal value of ρ reduces as the number
of nodes n increases. For example, ρ is about 0.2, 0.15, when n = 1000, 1500,
respectively.
Fig. 4.7 uses a simple network to compare the deterministic algorithm and hybrid algorithm. In the hybrid algorithm (lower diagram), the randomized phase
selects three nodes, i.e., nodes 2,3,6, as temporary pollers, among which the deterministic algorithm is executed. Node 6 resigns from the role of poller and becomes
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pollee because its id is larger than its neighbor node 2, which is also a poller. As
a result, nodes 2,3 are confirmed as pollers and broadcast locally to recruit nodes
1,7,9,4,8,10 as pollees. After that, only nodes 5,11 still remain unlabeled, among
which the second round of the deterministic algorithm is executed. In comparison
of the message overhead, the deterministic algorithm has 2 × 11 = 22 message
exchanges, but the hybrid algorithm only has 2 × (3 + 2) = 10 message exchanges.
The message complexity is reduced by over 50% in this example. As k1 , k2 become
larger and the network grows to a larger scale, the message saving will be more
significant.
After pollers are determined, each pollee needs to select up to ω pollers based
on the received announcements. The selection could be simply based on criteria
such as the distance to the poller. Each pollee maintains a list of pointers to the
ω pollers, and each pointer links to the routing entry (e.g., distance, next hop) of
a distinct poller. After a poller fails, each pollee will update its active poller list,
remove the stale entry and choose the next poller on the list. As more pollers fail,
new pollers can be elected using the algorithm in the next subsection.

4.4.4

Poller Re-election In Case Of Failure

Figure 4.9. The candidate set of new pollers can be reduced to a few temporary pollers.
In the diagram, the centered node is the failed poller, the other nodes are its neighboring
pollees, and the circle delineates its neighborhood. (a) the best case where only one node
(with the smallest id) is elected as the temporary poller. (b) the worst case where up
to five temporary pollers can be elected. (c) two temporary pollers may not be able to
reach one another in two hops due to the lack of an intermediate node.
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Algorithm 9 Poller Re-election Algorithm
/*For each neighboring pollee of the failed poller with idf ail */
2: if a pollee has the smallest id among its neighbors then
label itself as temporary poller
4:
broadcast Msg(idf ail , idtemp = id, null, hop = 2)
while timer not expired do
6:
receive Msg(idf ail , idtemp , idlist ,0)
if idtemp < id then
8:
resign from poller and label itself as pollee
end if
10:
end while
if confirmed as a poller when the timer expires then
12:
announce the poller status within the k hops of the failed poller
end if
14: else
/*keep its status as pollee*/
16:
while timer not expired do
receive Msg(idf ail , idtemp , idlist , hop)
18:
if some temporary poller among its neighbors is not listed in idlist and hop > 0 then
append the id of the unlisted temporary poller to idlist
20:
broadcast Msg(idf ail , idtemp , idlist , hop − 1)
end if
22:
end while
end if
24: /*For each neighboring poller of the failed poller with idf ail */
broadcast Msg(idf ail , idtemp = −1, null, hop = 2)

As more pollers fail, some pollee may not be able to find ω pollers within k
hops, so pollers need to be reelected. The reelection can be initiated by the sink,
because it knows the status of each node. Alternatively, it can be initiated by
the neighbor of the failed poller, to localize the reelection process. The pollee can
monitor the link status of its neighboring poller through overhearing at the MAC
layer, without adding extra overhead. For example, if the pollee does not hear any
transmission from the neighboring poller within a time period (e.g., Td ), it infers
that the poller fails. Then, a new poller will be elected among the 1-hop neighbors
of the failed poller based on Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 is executed among the neighbors of the failed poller - nodes outside
of this range are not involved. Among the neighboring pollees of the failed node,
the pollees with the smallest id among their neighbors will first label themselves
as temporary pollers (line 2-3), from which a new poller will be selected. In this
way, the candidate set can be reduced from many possible neighbors to a few
temporary pollers. Figs. 4.9(a)(b) show that there are at least one and at most five
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temporary pollers regardless of the total number of nodes involved. In Fig. 4.9(a),
each pollee has two neighboring pollees, but only node 1 has the smallest id among
its neighbors, thus being elected as the temporary poller. However, in Fig. 4.9(b),
where no two pollees are neighbors to each other, five temporary pollers are elected.
These temporary pollers can further negotiate with each other to decide the final
poller.
Each temporary poller starts a 2-hop constrained broadcast among the neighbors of the failed node (line 4). The format of the broadcast message is defined
as Msg(idf ail , idtemp , idlist , hop), where idf ail is the id of the failed poller, idtemp
is the id of the temporary poller that generates the message, idlist records the id
of the other temporary pollers that have received this message, and hop defines
the broadcast range. When a temporary poller receives the message from another
poller, it examines the field idtemp . If idtemp is smaller than its own id, it will
resign from the role of temporary poller and label itself as pollee (line 7-9). When
a pollee receives the message, it checks the field idlist . If there is some neighboring
temporary poller that is not listed in idlist , the pollee will continue to forward
the message (line 18-21). Otherwise, it drops the message. Since the message is
circulated among the neighbors of the failed node, we set hop = 2. In most cases,
this can ensure the message to be delivered to the other temporary pollers, so
that there is only one temporary poller (i.e., with the smallest id) to be confirmed.
However, in some sparse networks such as Fig. 4.9(c), the message may not be able
to reach other temporary pollers due to the lack of intermediate node, so there may
be multiple pollers to be confirmed.
After the new poller is confirmed, it initiates a constrained broadcast within k
hops of the failed poller (line 11-13). Based on the received message, each pollee
can update the list of the active pollers and renew the pointers to them.
On the other hand, if the failed poller has some other alive poller as a neighbor,
there is no need to reselect a new poller among the pollees. The alive poller
can simply broadcast a message with idtemp = −1 to invalidate the status of the
temporary pollers (line 25).
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4.5
4.5.1

The Optimal Aggregation Path Problem
The Problem Formulation
poller

poller

(a)

(b)

poller

(c)

Figure 4.10. An example to illustrate the benefit of aggregation: (a) without aggregation (b) aggregation path I (c) aggregation path II, where each line denotes a physical
link, and each arrow denotes a packet transmission over one hop (packet-hop)

After the poller-pollee relationship is established, each pollee starts to periodically send a report to its poller. Along the multihop path from pollee to poller,
each non-edge pollee collects reports from its downstream children and sends an
aggregated report (including its own) to the poller. For example in Fig. 4.10, a
pollee may have multiple paths to the poller, which results in different energy efficiency. Suppose the aggregation ratio (s) of the nodes in Fig. 4.10 is 2, which is
defined as the number of status reports that can be aggregated into one packet.
Each of the four pollees sends a report to the same poller periodically. Fig. 4.10(a)
shows that without aggregation, 4 packets will be needed for each period, with
a cost of 6 packet-hops. If the reports are aggregated along the path shown in
Fig. 4.10(b), all 4 reports can be packed into 3 packets, with a cost of 5 packethops. If the aggregation path of Fig. 4.10(c) is used, only 2 packets are needed,
with a total of 4 packet-hops.
Assume transmitting one packet over one hop consumes one unit of energy.
The problem of finding the optimal aggregation path (optPH ) can be formulated
as follows.
In a network graph, given the poller-pollee relationship, a constant aggregation
ratio, each node needs to send a report to its poller periodically. For each poller,
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Figure 4.11. Worst-case topology with the best strategy (above) and worst strategy
(below). (a) 2-level connected tree, s = 2. (b) 3-level connected tree, s = 4. (c) k-level
connected tree, s = 2(k − 1).

find the optimal aggregation paths from all its pollees, such that the total energy
consumption is minimized.
When the aggregation ratio s is infinite, it is called perfect aggregation. That
is, infinite number of reports can be aggregated into one packet. It is not hard to
see that the optimal solution of this special case is the minimum spanning tree.
For the general case where the aggregation ratio is finite, it can be proved that
the problem of optPH is NP-hard, which is consistent with the findings in [61, 62].
The proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 10. The problem of optPH is NP-hard.

4.5.2

A Greedy Algorithm And Its Approximation Ratio

Although the problem of selecting the optimal aggregation path is NP-hard, we
can design some heuristics. A simple greedy algorithm is to arbitrarily select the
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next hop to forward, as long as it is on the shortest path to the poller, and opportunistically aggregate the status reports at the intermediate nodes. This seemingly
simple algorithm has surprisingly good performance, with a tight bound of 54 . That
is, the energy consumption resulted from the greedy algorithm will not be more
than

5
4

times the optimum solution. Before proving the approximation bound of

the greedy algorithm for the optPH problem, we first define some terminologies.
Within a polling domain, the shortest paths from all the pollees to the poller
of the domain form a tree, which may be partitioned into different levels. A
node is said to be at level i (i ≥ 0) if it is i hops away from the sink (i.e., the
poller). Therefore, the sink is the only node at level 0. A rooted tree is called a
level-connected tree if the nodes belonging to the neighboring levels are connected
with each other. Specifically, a k-level-connected tree is composed of the nodes
at level-i, i = 0, 1...k. Given a tree topology, the set of aggregation paths that
consume the least/most energy is called the best/worst paths, denoted as Hb and
Hw , respectively. Correspondingly, the aggregation strategy that can produce the
best/worst paths is called the best/worst strategy. Given a topology, the ratio of
energy consumption between the worst and best paths determines the performance
bound/ratio of the topology, denoted as δ. Denote the energy consumption of the
best path Hb and worst path Hw as Eb , Ew , then we have δ =

Ew
.
Eb

Given an

algorithm, the maximum performance bound/ratio among all possible topologies,
denoted as δmax , is called the approximation ratio of the algorithm. The worstcase topology is the topology whose performance bound equates the approximation
ratio of the algorithm.
To have an intuitive idea about how to calculate the performance bound, we
first show some topologies in Fig. 4.11, whose performance bound is 54 . We can
later prove that δ =

5
4

is the maximum performance bound among all topologies,

so these classes of k-level-connected tree are actually the worst-case topology. In
Fig. 4.11, the worst-case k-level connected tree is constructed by having each leveli, i = 1...k − 1 with 2 nodes and level-k with 2(k − 1) nodes, where Figs. 4.11(a)(b)
are the special cases when k = 2, 3 and Fig. 4.11(c) is the general case. Note that
in each level-connected tree, nodes at the neighboring levels are all connected with
each other. But for the clarity purpose not all the links are shown in Fig. 4.11, with
only the aggregation paths depicted. The number shown by each link indicates
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the number of packet transmissions over that link. In Fig. 4.11, the upper diagram
represents the best aggregation paths, and the lower diagram represents the worst
aggregation paths. A further calculation shows that the energy consumptions of
the best and worst paths are 4(k−1) and 5(k−1) in Fig. 4.11(c). With s = 2(k−1),
we have δ = 54 .
In the rest of this section, we will prove that δ =

5
4

is the maximum per-

formance bound among all topologies, and thus the approximation ratio of the
greedy algorithm. As all the shortest paths constitute a tree and any tree topology is a subset of some level-connected tree, we can restrict our attention to the
level-connected tree. The following theorem gives the approximation ratio for the
2-level-connected tree, which will be used to derive the approximation ratio for the
arbitrary level-connected tree.
Theorem 11. For a 2-level-connected tree, the approximation ratio of the opportunistic greedy algorithm is no greater than 1 +

s−1
,
s2

where s is the aggregation

ratio.
Proof. Given a 2-level-connected tree, the energy spent by sending the reports from
the level-2 nodes to the level-1 nodes is fixed, i.e., equal to the number of level-2
nodes. The problem optPH becomes how to minimize the energy spent between the
level-1 nodes and the root by packing the level-2 reports into a minimum number
of level-1 packets. We give the best and worst aggregation strategy as follows.
Best strategy: packing/sending every s − 1 level-2 reports into a single level-1
node until all level-1 nodes have a packet of s (including its own) reports constructed without residue room left. All the remaining level-2 reports are then
packed into a single level-1 node.
Worst strategy: packing/sending all level-2 reports into a single level-1 node.
Excluding its own report, each level-1 node has s − 1 vacancies in the first
packet. The best strategy tries to fully utilize all the vacancies, while the worst
strategy tries to use as many packets as possible by packing all status reports
aggressively into a single node. There may be other alternative best or worst
strategies, but it is sufficient to find one of them for our proof. Taking Fig. 4.12(b)
as an example, where s = 3, the best strategy packs every 2 level-2 reports into a
level-1 node, and the worst strategy packs all 6 level-2 reports into a single level-1
node. A simple calculation shows that δ =

11
.
9
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Now assume level 1 has l1 nodes and level 2 has l2 nodes. Then the worst-case
topology must satisfy: (s − 1)(l1 − 1) < l2 ≤ (s − 1)l1 . That is, all but one of the
level-1 nodes need to be fully packed. Otherwise, if l2 ≤ (s−1)(l1 −1), some level-1
nodes become edge nodes without children in both the best and worst strategy, and
could be removed to increase the performance ratio. In other words, the original
topology is not the worst case topology when l2 ≤ (s − 1)(l1 − 1). On the other
hand, if l2 > (s − 1)l1 , l2 − (s − 1)l1 level-2 edge nodes can be removed to increase
the performance ratio. To see this, removing level-2 nodes deceases the number of
1
packets packed at level 1 by exactly d l2 −(s−1)l
e in the best strategy, but decreases
s
1
by at most d l2 −(s−1)l
e in the worst strategy. Thus, the original topology is not the
s

worst case topology when l2 > (s − 1)l1 .
Therefore, we set l2 = (s − 1)l1 − i, i = 0...s − 2. It is followed that Eb =
e + (l1 − 1) + l2 . Then,
l1 + l2 , Ew = d l2 +1
s

δ−1=

l2 +1+(s−1)
d l2 +1 e − 1
−1
Ew − Eb
s
= s
≤
Eb
l1 + l2
l1 + l2
1 (s − 1)l1
s−1
1 (s − 1)l1 − i
≤
= 2
=
s sl1 − i
s sl1
s

The performance ratio 1 +

s−1
s2

(4.11)

is tight, which can be seen from Fig. 4.12.

Specifically, Figs. 4.12(a)&(b) show the worst-case topology when s = 2 and s = 3.
For arbitrary s, the worst-case topology can be constructed as in Fig. 4.12(c), where
level 2 has s nodes and level 3 has s(s − 1) nodes, then we have
d l2 +1
e−1
d s(s−1)+1
− 1e
s−1
s
s
=1+
δ =1+
=1+ 2
l1 + l2
s(s − 1) + s
s

(4.12)

Theorem 12. The approximation ratio for the arbitrary level-connected tree is no
greater than 54 , i.e., δmax = 45 .
Proof. The theorem can be proved by the induction of L, the depth of the tree.
First, Theorem 11 shows that the base case for 2-level-connected tree is true, i.e.,
δmax = max(1 +

s−1
)
s2

= 54 . Assuming the claim is true for k-level-connected tree,

∀k ≤ L, we want to prove that δmax =

5
4

for (L+1)-level-connected tree.
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Figure 4.12. The derived bound is tight for 2-level-trees: the best strategy (above)
and worst strategy (below). The number by the link indicates the number of packets
transmitted over this link.

As shown in Fig. 4.13(a), we divide the total energy consumption of the (L+1)level-connected tree into two parts, namely, the upper part consisting of the links
from level-(L-1) to level-0 (Fig. 4.13(b)) and the lower part consisting of the links
from level-(L+1) to level-(L-1) (Fig. 4.13(c)). Because the nodes below level-(L-1)
also contribute to the energy consumption of the upper part, we need to expand the
nodes below level-(L-1) onto level-(L-1). Then the level-(L-1) nodes in Fig. 4.13(b)
are the coalescence of level-(L-1), level-L and level-(L+1) nodes in Fig. 4.13(a). On
the other hand, The nodes at level-(L-1) and above have no contribution to the
energy consumption of the lower part, so they can be safely shrunk into one virtual
node. As shown in Fig. 4.13(c), the virtual node is the root of the 2-level tree. Use
Ewup , Ebup to denote the energy consumption of the worst path and the best path in
the upper part (Fig. 4.13(b)), and use Ewlow , Eblow to denote the energy consumption
of the worst path and the best path in the lower part (Fig. 4.13(c)). It can be
seen that the above expanding and shrinking operation shall not reduce the gap
between the energy consumption in the best case and worst case.
Fig. 4.13(b) is a (L-1)-level-connected tree. By the inductive hypothesis, δmax =
5
4

for Fig. 4.13(b). Therefore
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5
1
Ewup − Ebup ≤ ( − 1)Ebup = Ebup
4
4

(4.13)

Fig. 4.13(c) is a 2-level-connected tree. According to Theorem 11, δmax =

5
4

for

Fig. 4.13(c). Then we have
5
1
Ewlow − Eblow ≤ ( − 1)Eblow = Eblow
4
4

(4.14)

Combining Eqn. 4.13 and Eqn. 4.14, we finally have
δ=
The bound of

5
4

Ewup + Ewlow
5
≤
up
low
4
Eb + Eb

(4.15)

is tight as seen from Fig. 4.11, where the worst-case topologies

are shown.

4.5.3

Estimate The Lower And Upper Bound In Practice

Although it is computationally infeasible to find the minimum value and the optimal aggregation path in practice, the upper bound Ew and the lower bound Eb
can be estimated based on experiments.
Suppose m experiments are performed, and among them min and max are the
minimum and maximum energy value, respectively. Then we have
Eb ≤ min ≤ max ≤ Ew
Further because

Ew
Eb

(4.16)

≤ δmax , there is

max ≤ Ew ≤ min ∗ δmax and

max
≤ Eb ≤ min
δmax

(4.17)

This relationship tells us that the upper bound and lower bound fall within the
range of [max, min∗δmax ] and [ δmax
, min]. The more experiments to be performed,
max
the better chance that max and min can reflect the real maximum and minimum
point and the more likely that the range of the upper and lower bound could be
further narrowed down .
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Figure 4.13. Proof of the performance bound by dividing the energy consumption into
two parts. (a) the original connected tree (b) the upper part consists of the links above
level-(L-1), with the nodes at level-L and level-(L+1) expanded onto level-(L-1). (c) the
lower part consists of the links below level-(L-1), with the nodes at level-(L-1) and above
shrunk into a single virtual node.

4.6

Performance Evaluations

In this section, we use simulation to test the parameters and evaluate the proposed
algorithms. In the simulation, n sensors are randomly deployed in a 20 × 20 square
area. Each pollee is associated with up to ω pollers, which are used for fault
tolerance. Each sensor sends a status report to its poller every t, with the reports
aggregated at the intermediate nodes. The sensor transmission range is 1, and
transmitting one packet over one hop consumes one unit of energy. The link
failure is modeled as a continuous-time markov chain with an average failure rate
fl and a detection period Td . We set fl = 0.05 and Td = 2t without otherwise
specified. The experiments are done over a customized C++ simulator.

4.6.1

Parameter Setting

Three parameters need to be determined, k1 , k2 for the deterministic algorithm
and ρ for the hybrid algorithm. In Section 4.3, Fig. 4.5& 4.6 gives the relationship
between the false alarm rate and the distance from the pollee to the poller when
the average link failure rate is known. As a result, given the constraint of the
maximum false alarm rate, k2 can be determined to limit the number of hops from
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the pollee to the poller. Suppose the false alarm rate is required to be less than
4%, then k2 ≤ 3 based on Fig. 4.5. We will set k2 = 3 in the following experiments
unless otherwise specified, based on which k1 and ρ are chosen.
Fig. 4.14 shows the effect of k1 . As k1 increases, there will be less number of
pollers because k1 controls the distance between the neighboring pollers. However,
the number of pollees that cannot find ω pollers increases as k1 increases. For
example, as k1 increases from 1 to 1.8, the number of pollees that cannot find
3 pollers (ω = 3) increases from 0 to 210. This is because with less number of
pollers, it is less likely for a pollee to find ω pollers within k2 hops. As can be
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seen, if k1 = 1, all pollees can find three pollers. However, if k1 = 1.8, over 20%
pollees cannot find three pollers. We thus set k1 = 1 in the following experiments,
without otherwise specified. Note that k1 may be a fractional number.
In the hybrid algorithm, each node first elects itself as poller with probability
ρ. Fig. 4.15 shows how the value of ρ affects the message overhead when k1 = k2 =
1. Compared with the analytical result in Fig. 4.8, the same trend is observed
in Fig. 4.15, where the message overhead first drops then rises as ρ increases.
The point with the least number of messages corresponds to the optimal ρ∗ . For
example, when n = 1000, 1500, ρ∗ is around 0.25, 0.2 in the simulation, and around
0.2, 0.15 in the analysis. The little mismatch of the theoretical result may be
explained by the boundary effect of the finite field in reality. That is, in the
analysis it is assumed that the sensing range of a node falls within the field of the
deployment, but this is not true for the nodes on the boundary, which will affect
the accuracy of the analytical result.
Similarly, Fig. 4.16 shows the relationship between the message overhead and
ρ when k1 = 1, k2 = 3. It can be observed that at the optimal point, ρ∗ is
around 0.05, 0.03 when n = 1000, 1500, which is much smaller than the case when
k1 = k2 = 1. This is because with larger k2 , a smaller number of pollers are able
to cover most of the unlabeled nodes. In the following, we will use the optimal ρ∗
corresponding to the different n, k1 , k2 .

4.6.2

Comparison of Single Poller and Multi-Poller Schemes

Fig. 4.17 compares the single poller scheme with the multi-poller scheme in presence of link failure. For fair comparison, the same detection period Td is used.
For example, Td = 4t implies that four reports are sent out within the detection
period Td . From Fig. 4.17, we have several observations. First, consistent with the
numerical result, the false alarm rate dramatically drops as the detection period Td
increases. This verifies the tradeoff between the detection delay and the false alarm
rate. Second, the reduction of the false alarm rate in the multi-poller scheme is
over 50% compared to that of the single-poller scheme, irrespective of the number
of nodes. As discussed below, the substantial performance improvement is at the
cost of a marginal increase of the bandwidth consumption (shown in Fig. 4.18).
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Fig. 4.18 studies the energy cost associated with the multi-poller scheme. It
costs 7% more energy when the number of pollers for each pollee increases from
1 to 2 or from 2 to 3. Based on our randomized algorithm, the primary path is
always the shortest path, but the secondary path may be a little bit longer. As a
result, packets may go through more hops to reach the secondary poller compared
to that of the primary poller, resulting in more energy consumption. However,
compared with the improvement on false alarm rate as shown in Figs. 4.17, the
energy increase is pretty small.

4.6.3

Comparison of Different Distributed Algorithms

In this section, we compare the geometrical property of the hybrid algorithm and
the randomized algorithm. Fig. 4.19 shows snapshots of the poller-pollee distribution after running the randomized and hybrid algorithm among 100 nodes in a
5 × 5 field. The whole network is connected but for clarity purpose we only show
the links within each polling domain. Fig. 4.19(a) shows that the randomized algorithm produces a scenario where the poller may be isolated (e.g., node 79 in the
up-left corner), clustered together (e.g., node 86,39,45 on top), or the pollee (e.g.,
node 92 in the bottom-left corner) is too far away from its poller. However, after running the deterministic algorithm in Fig. 4.19(b), the hybrid algorithm fixes
these problems. For instance, in Fig. 4.19(b) there is on isolated poller and no
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poller is within one hop of each other and no pollee is more than 2 hops away from
its poller.
Figs. 4.20, 4.21 further compare the hybrid algorithm with the randomized
algorithm in terms of statistical geometrical property and false alarm rate. For fair
comparison, we set ρ = 0.75, 0.065, k = 6, when n = 1000, 1500, in the randomized
algorithm, to select the same number of pollers as in the hybrid algorithm. As seen
in Fig. 4.20, the distance between pollers and pollees is bounded by 3 hops in the
hybrid algorithm, but spans up to 6 hops in the randomized algorithm. About 8%
of the pollees in Fig. 4.20(a) are more than 3 hops away from their pollers, so the
constraint of the false alarm rate cannot be met in the randomized algorithm.
Fig. 4.21 shows that the hybrid algorithm outperforms the randomized algo-
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rithm in terms of the average false alarm rate, which is calculated by averaging
the sum of the false alarm rate over all the nodes. It can be seen that the average
false alarm rate of the hybrid algorithm is about 20% or 30% smaller than that of
the randomized algorithm, when n = 1000 or 1500, respectively.
Both the deterministic algorithm and the hybrid algorithm have provable distribution property – no poller is less than k1 hops away from each other, and no
pollee is more than k2 hops away from its poller. However, Fig. 4.22 shows that the
hybrid algorithm substantially reduces the number of messages. The reduction is
about 60% and 80%, when k1 = 1 and k1 = 2, respectively. The benefit is thanks
to the randomized phase adopted by the hybrid algorithm.
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4.6.4

Effect of Poller Reelection

Fig. 4.24(a) shows a snapshot of poller-pollee distribution after running the randomized algorithm among 150 nodes in a 5 × 5 field. The whole network is connected but for clarity purpose we only show the links within each polling domain.
In Fig. 4.24(b), poller 25 and 108 fail, so their pollees have to find alternative
pollers and the distance between the pollee and poller increases as a consequence.
It can be predicated that as more pollers fail, some pollees may not be able to find
ω pollers within k hops. Fig. 4.24(c) further shows the poller-pollee distribution
after pollers are reelected based on Algorithm II in Subsection 4.4.4. It can be
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seen that poller 30, 4, which has the smallest id among the neighbors of the failed
poller, are reelected to replace the failed poller 25, 108, respectively. This way, the
density of the poller can remain roughly constant irrespective of the failure of the
poller.
Fig. 4.23 compares the false alarm rate with and without poller reelection in
the presence of poller failure. It can be seen that the false alarm rate increases as
more pollers fail, and the speed of increase is much faster if new pollers are not
reelected. For example, when 40% of the pollers fail, the reduction of the false
alarm rate will be about 30% when ω = 2, Td = 2t, and 60% when ω = 3, Td = 3t,
with poller reelection. This is because if new pollers are not reelected, some pollee
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has to be associated with less number of pollers and the multi-poller scheme may
reduce to the single poller scheme.

4.7

Related work

While a lot of research in sensor network focuses on the field or target monitoring
[42, 15, 63], little attention has been given to the monitoring of sensor network
itself. In [55, 64, 65], distributed failure detectors were proposed independently for
wireless sensor networks, where each node is collaboratively monitored by its onehop neighbors. These schemes can only detect node failure, but more general status
such as link status, residue energy and coverage cannot be monitored. In [66, 67],
data aggregation had been used to obtain a global abstraction of the sensors’
residue energy, but only when specific continuous energy dissipation models are
assumed. More recently, a local monitoring infrastructure is proposed in [68]. But
their goal is to monitor the transmission over the wireless link for security purpose,
instead of from the perspective of fault tolerance. By contrast, our poller-pollee
based monitoring architecture can respond to queries about a variety of sensor
status tailored to the application demand.
The problem of selecting a subset of nodes to form a backbone has been extensively studied in different contexts, e.g., clustering [69, 70, 71, 72], connected
dominating set (CDS) [73, 54], backbone routing [74, 75], relay node placement
[76], etc. The objective of these works is to minimize the cardinality of the selected
subset of nodes, but ignore the constraint of false alarm rate, which is crucial in
wireless sensor networks. In addition, most of these works are limited in the selection of single-hop, single vantage point (e.g., cluster head, dominator). However,
our work focuses on multi-hop multi-poller monitoring architecture construction,
where some geometrical properties of the poller-pollee distribution can be guaranteed.
Aggregation path selection problem has been proposed in [61, 62, 77], wherein
some heuristics are developed but without performance guarantee. There are also
some other aggregation schemes that target for the different application scenarios
[78, 79, 80], but none of them guarantees constant approximation ratio. To the
best of our knowledge, our result is the first proved constant approximation ratio
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applied to the aggregation path selection schemes for the wireless sensor networks.
Our work is also orthogonal to some related work in other contexts. For example, energy consumption can be reduced by data compression [81, 82], opportunistic
forwarding [83]; communication error/failure can be reduced by robust aggregation [65], reliable routing [84], sensor activity scheduling [85]. When necessary, our
work can combine these schemes to further improve the performance.

4.8

Conclusions

In this chapter, we focused on the distributed design of monitoring for the mission
driven sensor network. We first proposed a multi-poller based monitoring architecture. Coupled with a round robin based scheduling scheme, the false alarm
rate can be reduced significantly while keeping the similar bandwidth as the single
poller scheme. Based on the multi-poller structure, we proposed fully distributed
algorithms to select the minimum number of pollers while bounding the false alarm
rate. Then a greedy aggregation scheme was proposed to reduce the messages overhead due to monitoring. Theoretical analyses and extensive simulations showed
that the deterministic algorithm can flexibly control the poller-pollee distribution property to bound the false alarm rate, the hybrid algorithm can reduce the
message overhead significantly, and the greedy aggregation scheme decreases the
monitoring traffic with a constant approximation ratio of 54 .

Chapter

5

Conclusions and Future Work
5.1

Summary

Unlike most existing work on sensor network, which is only targeted for a single
mission, this dissertation develops an integrated framework for the multi-mission
sensor network. Several separate yet related aspects have been thoroughly explored
in the respective chapters, and summarized below.
In Chapter 2, we study the mission switch in the context of area surveillance.
In such application, the mission usually has a stringent lifetime requirement, which
could change over time. Due to the limited deployed sensors, the coverage requirement and lifetime constraint may not be able to be satisfied at the same time, and
thus the coverage has to be traded for network lifetime. To deal with this tradeoff,
we study how to schedule sensors to maximize their coverage during a specified network lifetime. Unlike sensor deployment, where the goal is to maximize the spatial
coverage, our objective is to maximize the spatial-temporal coverage by scheduling
sensors’ activity after they have been deployed. Since the optimization problem
is NP-hard, we first present a centralized heuristics whose approximation factor
is proved to be 12 , and then propose a distributed parallel optimization protocol
(POP). In POP, nodes optimize their schedules on their own but converge to local
optimality without conflict with one another.
In Chapter 3, we explore the resource allocation issue in the landmine networks. Our study is based on a multi-target defense scenario, where our mission
is to destroy the multiple intruding targets using the minimum cost pre-deployed
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landmine. Resource allocation in this case is especially complex since the explosion
of a single landmine can affect multiple targets and the destruction of a single target may require the involvement of multiple landmines. To deal with the problem
complexity, we focus on the design of approximation solutions based on a novel
bucket-tub model, where mine is mapped to bucket set and target is mapped to
tub. Two classes of approximation algorithms are proposed, whose approximation
ratio is derived. Among them, it is shown that the layering algorithm can achieve
an approximation ratio that relies only on the maximum number of mines/buckets
that a target/tub is associated with, and that the greedy algorithm can be implemented in a pure distributed manner without degrading the performance.
In Chapter 4, we focus on the monitoring architecture design for the mission
driven sensor networks. Due to the dynamic nature of sensor status, a sound
monitoring architecture plays a major role in offering timely evaluation of the
mission status and is fundamental to the operation of multi-mission sensor network. This motivates us to design the multi-poller based monitoring architecture.
Coupled with a round robin based scheduling scheme, the multi-poller based monitoring can reduce the false alarm rate significantly while keeping roughly the same
bandwidth as the single poller scheme. To construct the monitoring architecture,
we formulate a many-to-many poller-pollee assignment problem and present three
distributed algorithms (i.e., random, deterministic, and hybrid). We have also explored the hop-by-hop aggregation opportunity between the poller and pollee, and
formulate the optimal aggregation path problem. We solve this NP-hard problem
by designing an opportunistic greedy algorithm, which achieves an approximation
ratio of 54 . As far as we know, this is the first proved constant approximation
ratio applied to the aggregation path selection schemes over the wireless sensor
networks.

5.2

Future Directions

The multi-mission sensor network is an emerging area, full of opportunity for
research and development. This dissertation addresses several important aspects
associated with the multi-mission sensor network, i.e., mission switch, resource
allocation, network monitoring, but there are still many other issues worthy of
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in-depth investigation. In the following, I’ll outline several interesting directions
that could be further explored.
1. Network Reprogramming and Code Dissemination: as the mission
switch or some event occurs, the network may need to be reprogrammed via
different parameters or replace the old code with the new one [86, 87, 88, 89].
This motivates the design of code dissemination protocol for multi-mission
sensor network [90, 91, 92, 93]. While most existing code dissemination methods solely rely on the network-wide broadcast, they are not suitable when
the dissemination area is not geometrically continuous. To resolve this challenge, new dissemination techniques and routing modules are required, which
could minimize the redundant retransmissions irrespective of the distribution
properties of the affected area.
2. Mission Oriented Congestion Control: in multimission sensor networks,
different missions not only compete for the sensor resource but also rival for
the bandwidth resource. This brings the necessity of congestion control.
Without a proper congestion control mechanism, the whole network performance will be brought down and the individual mission goal will be endangered. However, most existing work on congestion control is carried out at
the packet-level or flow level [94, 95, 96, 97]. There still lacks of literature
of congestion control at the mission level. This begets the challenges such as
how to clearly define mission oriented congestion control, how to identify the
mission to which the packet/flow belongs, how to release transilient congestions and avoid longer-term congestions in the wake of resource constraint
and mission switch.
3. Multi-Missions in Intermittently Connected Networks: in the intermittently connected networks, such as delay tolerant network [98, 99], mobile
phone network [100], the network is not connected all the time due to the
mobility and low density of active nodes. Multi-mission control in such environment is particular challenging. The algorithmic design on various aspects,
e.g., resource allocation, mission switch, network monitoring, needs to take
into account the inherent nature of intermittent connectivity in such network,
which usually demands a fundamentally different design from the traditional
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approach. For example, in our previous work [18], we have proposed a new
routing protocol when a large fraction of sensor nodes are in the sleeping
state, because the traditional approach such as the shortest path algorithm
cannot be applied here.

Appendix

A

The NP Proof of Problem maxCov
Theorem. The problem of maxCov is NP-hard.
Proof. Theorem 1 tells that the problem maxCov can be transformed to the problem minRed. Therefore, we only need to prove problem minRed is NP-hard.
The minRed problem can be proved to be NP-hard via a reduction from the
graph k-coloring problem, which asks whether a given graph G can be colored
using k colors such that no two neighboring vertexes have the same colors [11].
Given an instance I of graph k-coloring problem, we can construct an equivalent
instance I 0 of minRed decision problem in polynomial time, such that instance I
has a solution if and only if instance I 0 has a solution. The decision problem can
be stated as follows : let the node battery life B and network life L satisfy

L
B

= k.

In the same graph G of k-coloring problem, is there a node scheduling scheme such
that the total coverage redundancy is 0 in the minRed decision problem?
To see the equivalence of the two problems, we divide each cycle in instance I 0
into k =

L
B

time slots, with each time slot mapped to a distinct color in instance

I. In essence, the instance I concerns about the assignment of one of the k colors
to each node while the instance I 0 concerns about the allocation of one of the k
time slots to each node. Then it can be observed that if there exists a k-coloring
scheme where each node is assigned a color different from that of its neighbors’,
there also exists a corresponding scheduling scheme where each node is allocated
a different time slot from that of its neighbors, with the total coverage to be 0.
On the other hand, suppose there is a scheduling scheme for instance I 0 where
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the total coverage is 0, we can always find a solution to the instance I of graph
k-coloring problem. Since the “on” period may not exactly occupy a time slot,
we need first preprocess the schedule by aligning the on-period of each node with
its left time slot. By doing this, the total coverage remains 0 and the aligned
schedule is still the solution for instance I. After that, to construct a solution to
the instance I 0 simply becomes equivalent to “color” each vertex using one of the k
time slots, such that no neighboring vertexes have the same colors. In this regard,
the solution of instance I 0 readily produces a corresponding solution for instance
I.
To sum up, G can be k-colored if and only if there is a zero coverage redundancy
scheduling scheme for G, which means that the graph coloring problem can be
reduced to minRed decision problem in polynomial time. As the graph k-coloring
problem is NP-hard, the minRed decision problem is NP-hard. On the other hand,
the minRed optimization problem is at least as hard as its decision problem, and
thus is also NP-hard.

Appendix

B

The NP Proof of Problem OptPH
Theorem 10. The problem of optPH is NP-hard.
Proof. For each poller, the paths from all its pollees form a tree. Since the overall
energy consumption is the sum of the energy consumption with respect to each
poller, we only need to focus on one such tree with the poller as root and all its
pollees as members.
The problem of optPH can be proved to be NP-hard via a reduction from the
subset sum problem. The subset sum problem over the finite field can be stated
as: given an integer s and a set of l integers, i.e., k1 , k2 ...kl ∈ [0, s − 1], does any
poller
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Figure B.1. A tree topology to show the problem optPH is NP-hard. (a) initial
topology: each node sends a report to the poller (b) transformed topology: each ni , i =
1...l sends ki reports to the poller, with nA , nB sending nothing.
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subset sum to zero modulo s? Given an instance I of the subset sum problem,
we can construct an equivalent instance II of the optPH problem, whose topology
is shown in Fig. B.1(a). In Fig. B.1(a), level 0 consists only of the root, i.e. the
poller. Level 1 has two nodes, nA , nB , each of which has s − 1 dedicated children
(i.e., edge node). nA , nB also share l children in common, namely, ni , i = 1...l and
each ni has ki − 1 dedicated children. Every polling period, each node sends a
report towards the poller/root. The equivalence of instances I & II can be proved
by reducing Fig. B.1(a) to Fig. B.1(b). First, since all dedicated children have only
one parent, they can be summarized by their parent. Therefore, Fig. B.1(b) has
three levels, where at level 2, ni has (ki − 1) + 1 = ki reports to send, and at level
1, nA and nB have (s − 1) + 1 mod s = 0 reports to send, with s as the aggregation
ratio. Note that when nA and nB has total s reports, they could be packed into
one packet without residue room left. Therefore, changing the number of reports
at nA and nB from s to 0 does not affect the optimal aggregation path.
It can also be proved that instances I of the subset sum problem and the
instance denoted by Fig. B.1(b) are equivalent. This is because the objective in
Fig. B.1(b) is to select the next hop for ni , i = 1...l between nA and nB , such
that the minimum number of packets can be packed at level 1. Then, if a set of
aggregation paths satisfy that an integer number of whole packets can be packed
at either nA or nB , it must be an optimal solution. Therefore, there exists a subset
that sums to zero modulo s for instance I if and only if in the optimal solution of
Fig. B.1(b), nA or nB packs the reports into an integer number of whole packets,
which means that the subset problem can be reduced to the optPH problem. Since
the subset sum problem over the finite field is known to be NP-complete, it follows
that the optimization problem optPH is NP-hard.
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